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 THE ELECTRA OF SOPHOCLES

 CHARLES PAUL SEGAL

 I

 Despite the Parthenon-like solidity and monolithic unity often attrib-
 uted to the work of Sophocles, his Electra is a play of inversions and
 reversals.I For this reason it is a difficult play. The ground shifts
 under our feet from one scene to the next. For the same reason there
 has been little agreement on the meaning or even on the fundamental
 issue of whether its tone is one of hope and confidence or one of
 pessimism. Indeed, it is hard to find two critics who agree on all
 major points.2 One commentator has described the play as "sombre

 I It is a pleasure to acknowledge my thanks to several scholars for friendly advice and
 criticism: to Dr. Thomas Woodard for patiently and generously discussing with me
 some of the large general problems of the meaning of the play and for making available
 to me in advance of publication the second part of his valuable study; to Professor
 Bemard M. W. Knox, Director of the Center for Hellenic Studies, for the opportunity
 to present a part of my interpretation as a lecture at the Center and discuss it with a
 gifted group of Fellows of the Center, under the expert guidance of Professor Knox; to
 Professor Cedric Whitman of Harvard for taking the time and trouble to read and
 comment on a long manuscript; and, by no means least, to the Association's anonymous
 referee for providing a thoughtful and most conscientious critique which improved the
 paper at several points.

 I shall make use of the following abbreviations: Jebb: Sir Richard C. Jebb, Sophoctes:
 The Plays and Fragments, Part VI, The Electra (Cambridge I894). Kaibel: G. Kaibel,
 Sophokles Elektra (Leipzig I896). Sheppard (I): J. T. Sheppard, "The Tragedy of
 Electra, According to Sophocles," CQ I2 (I9I8) 8o-88. Sheppard (II): J. T. Shep-
 pard, "Electra: A Defense of Sophocles," CR 41 (I927) 2-9. Sheppard (iii): J. T.
 Sheppard, "Electra Again," CR 4I (I927) i63-65. Woodard (I): Thomas M. Wood-
 ard, "Electra by Sophocles: the Dialectical Design," HSCP 68 (I964) i63-205.

 Woodard (ii): Thomas M. Woodard, idem, part 2, HSCP 70 (i965) I95-233. The
 excellent study of Holger Friis Johansen, "Die Elektra des Sophokles-Versuch einer

 neuen Deutung," Classica et Mediaevalia 25 (I964) 8-32, came to my attention unfor-
 tunately only after my essay had already been prepared for the press. With Johansen's
 general interpretation of the play and his treatment of Electra's character (pp. 23-24 and
 3 I-32) I feel much in accord.

 2 For a brief review of the diversity of opinion see R. W. Corrigan, "The 'Electra'
 I6+T.P. 97
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 474 CHARLES PAUL SEGAL [I966

 and unrelieved beyond any other play of Sophocles,"3 while another
 finds it "not even (in a deep way) a tragedy." 4

 There has been as little consensus on the question of Sophocles'

 treatment of the matricide. It is fairly clear that the matricide is

 hardly a central issue in the play in the way in which it is in Aeschylus;
 yet it is kept before us throughout and fulfilled in a climactic scene of
 unforgettable power. Are we to think, as many interpreters have
 suggested, that Sophocles wishes us simply to accept it as a fact given
 by the literary tradition, a necessary means of restoring justice and in
 itself neither good nor bad ?5 Or are we to regard all these issues as
 chimaeras and view the play as an exercise in brilliant stage effects ?6
 Tempting as this last solution may look, it only eludes the sttbstance
 of the work and puts one of its elements in the place of the whole.
 Worse still, such a solution is false to the spirit of Sophoclean tragedy.
 The fifth-century tragic poets and their audience took the moral
 content of these works most seriously; one need only refer to Aristo-

 phanes' Frogs (see especially 1053-56).
 Of the many problems in the play one of the most widely discussed

 and most fundamental is the ending, for on this obviously depends
 one's basic interpretation. Positions as extreme as the following pair
 have been taken:

 It is surely idle to contend that the congratulations of the Chorus, " Free-
 dom after many sufferings has dawned upon the seed of Atreus," or the
 serenity with which the matricide condemns all would-be law-breakers

 of Sophocles," Tulane Drama Review I.I (I955) 36 ff. (part of "Sophocles' Electra-
 A Symposium"); also Johansen (preceding note) 8-Io.

 3 H. D. F. Kitto, Greek Tragedy2 ("Doubleday Anchor Books," New York I955) I3 $.
 4 A. J. A. Waldock, Sophocles the Dramatist (Cambridge i9sI) I95.
 5 There has been a recent tendency to dismiss the importance of the matricide as a

 moral issue. See I. M. Linforth, "Electra's Day in the Tragedy of Sophocles," Univ.
 of Cal. Publ. in Classical Philology I9.2 (I963) I20-2I and passim; also Woodard (Ia)
 232-33, note 98. The opposite view has been strongly stated by Sheppard and several
 other scholars, most recently R. P. Winnington-Ingram, "The 'Electra' of Sophocles:
 Prolegomena to an Interpretation," Proc. of the Cambridge Philol. Soc., no. I83 (new
 series, no. 3) (I954-55) 2o-26. Also Johansen (above, note I) 24-27.

 6 Such is the approach of Tycho von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Die Dramatische
 Technik des Sophokles= Philologische Untersuchungen 22 (Berlin I9I7) and Waldock
 (above, note 4). See contra G. Perrotta, Sofocle (Milan I935) 327-28, 332 ff. For a
 general criticism of this "theatrical fallacy" see B. M. W. Knox, The Heroic Temper:
 Studies in Sophoclean Tragedy, "Sather Classical Lectures," vol. 35 (Berkeley and Los
 Angeles I964) I70-7I, note 29.
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 Vol. xcvii] THE 'ELECTRA' OF SOPHOCLES 475

 ... converts this tragedy to joy. The Pelopids were bad interpreters of
 signs. The Athenians were experts. Orestes is pronouncing sentence
 on himself. As for Electra, she stands silent. There are worse tragedies
 than death, as even the weak Chrysothemis knew (Ioo7-8).7

 The Electra, then, ends with the re-establishment of justice, the appease-
 ment of the dead, and the fulfilment of oracle and dream. Whatever the
 immediate results for Orestes, the ultimate justification of his obedience is
 secure. The final words of the chorus are always Sophocles' own
 epilogue; and here, taking past, present, and future equally into account,
 it can exultantly proclaim that at last the seed of Atreus has emerged from
 suffering to freedom, made whole by the day's emprise.8

 Sheppard so overstated his case that he produced reactions which have
 sometimes gone too far in the opposite direction. Yet despite his
 one-sided reading of the play, he pointed to a number of elements
 which cannot simply be disregarded. There is danger of exaggeration
 on both sides. As often, Sophocles does not vouchsafe us a choice
 between simple black and white issues.

 Those who interpret the play as ending optimistically have much on
 their side. The general tenor of the plot seems to be positive: a
 movement out of evil and tyranny toward justice (dike, i5o5) and
 freedom (eleutheria, I509). There are, however, qualifications; and
 Sheppard, granted his limitations, has at least done good service in
 banishing from the play Schlegel's ideas of its "heavenly serenity" and
 the "happy matricide." In dealing with a myth of this character,
 moreover, Sophocles does not need to lay much stress on the sinister
 side. Even a slight hint would be enough to cloud an otherwise clear
 picture and raise large-very large-questions.

 But granted that the outcome of the action is good, the means which
 are employed are questionable. And the author of the Philoctetes is
 not a man to justify the means by the end. Treachery and deceit,
 in the form of doloi and logoi, seldom come off well in Sophocles.
 His heroes, in sharp distinction from those of Euripides, look back to
 the Homeric ideal of arete: bold forthrightness, nobility of temper and
 purpose, singlemindedness, lack of duplicity.

 One difficulty with concentrating on the ending, however, is that

 7 Sheppard (ii) 9.

 8 F. J. H. Letters, The Life and Work of Sophocles (London I953) 260.
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 this focuses attention on Orestes. As the title indicates, Sophocles'
 primary concern is with Electra. What distinguishes his play from
 the work of Aeschylus, in fact, is his interest in dramatizing and explor-

 ing her rich and complex character rather than in tracing the fate of
 the House of Atreus.9 Indeed it is precisely because Electra's life after
 the matricide is so obscure and unimportant in the myth by comparison
 to Orestes' that she is more suitable for such treatment. Much of
 what is interesting in the myth of Orestes comes after the matricide.
 Electra's story, however, has a single, sharp focus of interest which
 culminates and is essentially complete at the matricide itself. Hence
 her story allows of a more unified treatment and is singularly adaptable
 to the Sophoclean "single play."Io

 A second focus of the drama (really a means to the first) is the atmos-

 phere surrounding Electra: on the one hand, death, darkness, the lurking

 presence of the unavenged dead, the pervasive sense of outrage (the
 strong word a,Kda, " outrage," occurs repeatedly in the first half of
 the play); on the other hand, the grossly obtrusive prosperity of the
 murderers, enjoying to the full the fruits of their crime. This atmos-
 phere is an essential backdrop for Electra. It places her character in a
 larger perspective and indicates the magnitude of the struggle in which
 she is engaged.

 This atmosphere is not only relevant to Electra's character. It also
 shows that the play is more than a character study. It helps define a
 larger, more universal reality: the ebb and flow of human existence
 between life and death, light and darkness, desperation and action.
 The interplay between life and death and light and darkness is not
 merely a clever device, an extraneous metaphor or a convenient frame
 for the ricochet of the dramatic action. It also is the action. The two

 9 On Sophocles' refocusing of the Oresteia-legend on the character of Electra see the
 suggestive remarks of Hans Diller, "G6ttliches und menschliches Wissen bei Sopho-
 kles," Kieler Universitatsreden, Heft i (Kiel I950) 6-8, now reprinted in Gottheit und
 Mensch in der Tragodie des Sophokles (Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt
 I963) 2-4. See alsojohansen (above, note i) passim, especially 24-26.

 10 In speaking of the "single play" here, I do not mean to imply that Sophocles
 necessarily "invented" this form. Rather, his use of it (regardless of its origins) as
 opposed to the connected trilogy obviously requires a reorganization of the material of
 the myth. With regard to the Sophoclean heroic character and the Sophoclean " single
 play," form and content are one. To speak in terms of cause and effect here is false and
 irrelevant.
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 Vol. xcviii THE ELECTRA' OF SOPHOCLES 477

 sets of contrasts are a controlling element in the play; and they revolve
 in increasingly rapid succession as the play gains momentum.
 The interplay between life and death is deeply embedded in the

 structure of the play and is more closely related to its symmetry than
 has usually been appreciated. Both in plot and imagery the play
 moves from death to life, from the moral death of Mycenae and the
 false death of Orestes to the revival of Electra, the House, and Orestes.
 This movement involves the literal death-just and necessary-of
 Clytaemnestra and Aegisthus. An opposite movement seems to qualify
 the main death-to-life progression, for the play moves also from light
 (the dawn of Orestes' arrival) to darkness (the execution of the ven-
 geance in the dark, I494). This motif is underlined in the structure
 through the punctuation of the action at its three critical points by
 three appeals to Apollo Lykeios. Of these prayers more will be said
 later. Here, in connection with this movement from light to darkness,
 let it be noted only that in line 6 the Paedagogus' etymology of
 Lykeios from lykoktonos, "wolf-slaying" (and not, for instance, from
 the root *luk-, "light"), strikes that note of violence which will
 dominate and finally end the play (-ktonos: cf. kteinein in I507, the
 play's last iambic trimeter).II Sophocles thus invokes at the beginning
 of the action not the god's restorative clarity, but his associations with
 an ambiguous, destructive power and a remote past of sinister legend.
 The light-dark theme is important in another way: it creates a sense

 of the broad rhythms of the cosmos that lie beyond the narrow con-
 centration of the human action. Thus it serves both as a relief to the
 grimness of the action, a suggestion, perhaps, of an ultimate release
 from death and evil, and as a reminder of a larger world, a world from
 which Electra has been long shut away. The expansive reference of
 the theme thus stands in welcome contrast to the play's fixed concen-
 tration on a single spot and a single juncture of events. One might

 II The actual etymology of Lykeios is obscure; and the connection with *luk-,
 "light," is far from certain, though assumed byJebb in his appendix on line 6 (pp. 205-6)
 and in his note on line 645 (p. 94). See also Kruse, "Lykeios," RE I3 (I927) 2268-69.
 Given the prominence of the light-dark theme, however, it is by no means impossible
 that some connection between "light" and Lykeios is relevant. Note, for instance, that
 Lykeios in 645 comes in a context where the light-dark motif is heavily concentrated.
 Lykeios in 645, moreover, is preceded by the more explicit Phoibos in 637. For a
 different interpretation of Lykeios-lykoktonos see Woodard (]I) 23I-32, note 77. For
 another possible play on Lykeios-lykos see Aeschylus, Ag. I257, I259.
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 compare the beginning of the Second Part of Faust, where the dawn
 both suggests an expansive frame for the ensuing action and contrasts
 with the night scene on which Faust I ends, although the hope-filled
 voices of the ethereal spirits of air and forest strike a tone very different

 from that of the Paedagogus' initial speech or Electra's opening song.
 The life-death theme, however, is the major one in the play; the

 light-dark motif is subordinate to it, although actually the two are
 inseparable. Both cooperate closely in the two firmly bracketed
 scenes which lie at the heart of the play and form, literally, its center:
 namely Clytaenmestra's prayer to Apollo Lykeios (634-59) and her
 answer" in the form of the Paedagogus' entrance with the fabrication
 of Orestes' death. Clytaemnestra prays for life out of death, for the
 continuation of her life (atld 4,uav, 650), just when she enters the trap
 that now moves into active operation against her and when she accepts

 the logos which forms the bait (E8eca41.v -ro p7OEv, 668). Indeed her
 very invocation of Apollo Lykeios recalls the plot hatched in the
 presence of the god (6-7) and with his sanction (35-37), just as her
 reference to doloi, "deceptions," (649) echoes Orestes' words there (37).
 Hers is a prayer in darkness, "hidden" (638), to the god of light. She
 cannot bring the truth "into the light" (640) with Electra standing
 nearby. The immediate impulse for her prayer is also dark and sini-

 ster, namely the fearful vision of the night (a yap 7TpoaEL 80V VVKTl T27&E
 /aorprara, 644). Here at the center of the play literal death and darkness
 are only the outer manifestation of the moral death and darkness into
 which the land has been plunged for so long.

 The answer to the prayer is immediate. It is also one of the finest
 pieces of stagecraft in Sophocles. The Paedagogus announces Orestes'
 death. The prayer, ostensibly, has been granted. But death and life
 in this play mean different things to different characters. The tale of
 death is the means to new life. Yet not for all: for Clytaemnestra it
 signifies a real death. To Electra it brings for the moment an emotional
 death (see 8I7-22). In the disturbed world of the play, death can be
 overcome only by death; moral " life" can be won only by the appear-
 ance of physical death. So the hypocrisy and concealment of Clytaem-
 nestra's prayer are countered by still deeper concealment and deception.

 The inversions involved in this central scene are more complex still.
 The immediate victim of the falsehood is not Clytaemnestra, but
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 Vol. xcvii] THE ELECTRA OF SOPHOCLES 479

 Electra. She feels that she has now died indeed: "Alas for me, I have
 been destroyed on this day" (674). The intended victim, however,
 rejoices at her new lease on life, granted her, she says echoing Electra's

 phrase of 674, " on this day" (78,3). And a further result of the strata-
 gem will be other reversals of life and death in the ensuing scenes
 between Chrysothemis and Electra and between Electra and Orestes,
 until at the end the truth of who is living, who dead will be asserted
 in the real death that ends the play: "Don't you perceive that you have
 been addressing the living as if they were dead," Orestes tells Aegisthus
 (I477-78), whereupon Aegisthus re-echoes Electra's cry of line 674,
 "I have been destroyed" (I482).

 This central scene, then, to return to 634-763, is not only the vital
 hinge of the plot, but, with its complex reversals of life and death,
 appearance and reality, is also a microcosm of the action of the rest of
 the play. Around it all the main scenes group themselves in symmet-
 rically balancing pairs. This structure is presented diagrammatically
 in the accompanying figure (Figure i).I2

 As a glance at the diagram shows, the play falls into four main
 sections which correspond roughly in an ABAB pattern. In the two
 long sections (I-633 and 764-I375) Electra dominates the stage (except
 of course for the prologue up to line 76). In the two shorter sections
 (634-763 and I376-I5io) Electra is less prominent, though still on
 stage. It is noteworthy that the corresponding sections are of approxi-
 mately equal length. The recurrence of Apollo Lykeios at the cardinal
 points articulates this structure with further clarity.

 The longer sections focus primarily on Electra's struggles to overcome

 the death-in-life in which she exists. In the two shorter sections the
 death-life reversal is actually set right (or begins to be set right), and
 this happens through an agency outside of Electra. In 634-763 the
 stratagem that will accomplish this righting of death and life is actually

 put into operation, though for the moment it only deepens Electra's
 involvement in death. In the section which corresponds to this and
 closes the play, the true relation of death and life, dead and living, is
 revealed. In the former scene (634-763) a morally false prayer,

 I2 A symmetrical structure of scenes (based, however, on the recurrence of characters
 rather than subject-matter) is elaborated by Eva Brann, "A Note on the Structure of
 Sophocles' Electra," CP 52 (I957) I03-4.
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 Prol. (Paed., Or., El.)
 PLOTTING

 (Kairos, akmne', 22)
 (Apollo, 6-7, 32-3 8)

 El.'s lament and parodos 86-25o
 GRIEF

 El.'s monologue 25I-327 A: 633 lines
 DEATH-IN-LIFE

 El. and Chrys. 328-47I

 First Stasimon (VengeaInce) 47I-5I5

 Glyt. and El. 5i16-633
 CLYT. DEFEATED

 Clyt.'s prayer to Apollo 634-659 B: 30 lines

 Paed. and Or.'s "death" 68o-763 False death and

 El. and Clyt. 764-822
 EL. DEFEATED

 -Kommos (Vengeance) 823-870

 El. and Chrys. 87I-1057

 Second Stasiinoli IQ08-IO97

 Recognition scene IO98-I23 I
 URN: LIFE-IN-DEATH A': 6i I lines

 El.'s lyrics I232-1287
 JOY

 Or., El., Paed. I288-1375
 PLOTTING

 (Kairos, I368;
 akniie, 13 3 8)

 El.'s prayer to Apollo I376-1383

 Execution of Vengeance 1384-15IO BI: I27 lines
 (Third Stasimon, I384-97; True death and
 Exodos, I398-I5IO) life

 FIGURE I
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 followed by a false death, confuses the truth of life and death; in the

 latter scene (I376-I5io) a true prayer is followed by real life (Orestes)
 and real death (the killing of Clytaemnestra and Aegisthus).
 As in the Oedipus Rex the structure of the play is inseparable from

 its meaning. Or to put it differently, the meaning is fully apprehended
 at the same time as the structure is apprehended. In both plays the
 essentially tragic element is contained in the structure, which is more
 than a plot devised to hold together plausibly a certain concatenation of
 events. The structure is itself an image of reality, an ideal pattern which

 contains a fundamental perception about the laws of human existence.
 At the same time these inversions are responsible for the theatrical

 effectiveness of the play. In almost every scene the audience knows
 a truth hidden from the protagonist and experiences with her the de-
 spair and elation through which the circle of deception and discovery
 takes her. As a play of recognition and reversal the Electra is second
 only to the Oedipus Rex in Sophocles' work.I3 The range of signifi-
 cance and the broad implications of the Electra are perhaps less profound

 than those of the Tyrannus. But, like the Tyrannus, the Electra too is
 concerned with the problematical nature of appearance and reality,
 illusion and truth. Unlike the Tyrannus, illusion and appearance are
 not the main focus of attention. They are, rather, necessary means,
 requisite accessories of the plot. To a far greater extent than the
 Tyrannus, the Electra is a play of emotion and action. Its characters
 are measured more by what they feel and do than by what they are.
 It reaches one of its high points, after all, in Electra's resolution to act;
 and it ends with a gripping action in the very process of fulfilment.
 Hence the inversions with which the Electra is concerned also lie in the
 realm of action: life and death, whether moral or physical, are the
 result of action and provoke further action. If the Tyrannus, then, is
 concerned with the paradoxes of identity and knowledge, the Electra

 13 The structure of the Electra has been much admired and often compared, rather
 loosely, to that of the Oedipus Rex: see Wilhelm Schmid in Schmid-Stahlin, Geschichte
 der griechischen Literatur I.2 (Munich I934) 396; Karl Reinhardt, Sophokles (Frankfurt
 a. M. I933) I47; G. M. Kirkwood, A Study of Sophoclean Drama, "Comell Studies in
 Classical Philology," vol. 3 I (Ithaca, N.Y., I958) 55-56; Perrotta (above, note 6) 334-3 5
 and 342-43. Kitto (above, note 3) I77 even calls the Electra "probably his best construc-
 ted play"; and Albin Lesky, Die tragische Dichtung der Hellenen (Gottingen I956) I26,
 finds analogies with the art of the Parthenon.

 I6*
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 is concerned with those of despair and resolution, weakness and strength,

 failure and hope, and, finally, death and rebirth.
 Another major difference between the two plays is the fact that the
 reversals of the Tyrannus occur "naturally" and, from the point of
 view of the human characters, accidentally. The "accidents" are
 totally within the realm of purely human possibility; but, through the
 presence of the oracles and Apollo, the accidental becomes the in-
 evitable. Once the initial search is begun, given Oedipus' character,
 the skein of his past unravels itself with the fearful inevitability that
 has been the marvel of critics since Aristotle. In the Electra the
 reversals are less inevitable and less inherent in the structure of the
 situation or the character of the agent. They come about not through
 divine will or as part of the "natural" course of events, like the plague
 in the Oedipus, but through the intervention of man, as part of a
 deliberate human intention (Apollo's sanction is, of course, important,
 but is kept subordinate to Orestes' will and guile). Hence the design
 of the Electra is, from an Aristotelian standpoint, less perfect than that

 of the Oedipus, for the reversals derive from a more "artificial" and
 arbitrary impulse, the logoi and doloi of Orestes' scheme.

 The themes of life and death, however, do for the Electra something
 of what the oracles do for the Oedipus Rex: they suggest a large frame
 against which the human action looms as grander, more portentous,
 more sombre. In Aeschylus the basic inversion of the deceit, the live
 Orestes as dead, is simply a necessary mechanism of the plot. As
 elsewhere, Sophocles has seen a possibility in an aspect of a myth and
 given it deeper significance.14 He has taken a minor detail and expand-
 ed it into a vast metaphor which permeates every part of his drama.
 As the play unfolds, the boundaries between real and metaphorical
 life and death, as those between truth and falsehood, are crossed and re-
 crossed. And although the relations are set right at the end, the prior
 entanglements suggest that the resolution may not be entirely simple,
 or at least that something has been lost in the strain of deaths and
 rebirths to which the main characters have been subjected.

 I4 With S. El. I420-2I and I478, cf. Aesch. Cho. 886, rov 4-v-ra KatVEtV rOV!S ITEGIj7-
 KOTrag Ay. It is also perhaps not impossible that the idea of the horse race as the con-
 tent of the stratagem and the theme of racing elsewhere in the play (25-27, 49-50,
 504-12) was developed from hints in Aeschylus: see Cho. 794 and I022-23.
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 However one views the outcome of the action, this rapid succession
 of reversals disturbs our equilibrium and suggests a certain element of
 instability. It is hardly the violent, menacing instability with which the

 Choephoroe ends, but neither is it the utter confidence of the end of the

 Eumenides, divine justice made manifest among men. In Sophocles
 there are no Erinyes (at least explicitly) to terrify Orestes, nor is
 Sophocles much interested in the Erinyes at all (though they are there,
 on Orestes' side: I386-9o).15 But as far as the basic dramatic material
 of the play is concerned, there is something sinister in the very fact that

 the inversion of life and death is so deeply embedded in the plot and
 structure. It does not bode well for a hero to pretend that he is dead
 (compare Menelaus in Euripides' Helen, I049-52); aind even the bold,
 action-bent Orestes has misgivings on this point (59-66).
 Electra dominates the play to such an extent that we tend to see the

 action almost entirely in terms of its effect upon her. It is the sheer
 force of her conviction and personality which can still threaten the
 otherwise unchallenged power of Clytaenmestra and can reverse the
 truth of what Chrysothemis has seen with her own eyes. Yet
 Sophocles does also give us another perspective from which to survey
 the action and the heroine. I wish to suggest in this essay that this
 perspective is contained not in the other characters so much as in the
 atmosphere created by the basic inversion of life and death. Electra's
 tragedy, then, lies in the fact that she exists in a world where life, both

 physical and moral, has become death. In such a world heroic
 endurance and self-affirmation, though no less great, are yet incom-
 plete, perhaps ultimately hopeless.

 Seen in such terms, Electra's greatness does not diminish, but becomes

 the more deeply tragic because it is engulfed by the evils (kaka), both
 subjective and objective, inner and outer, which form the setting of the
 play: Mycenae, the House of Atreus, the tomb of Agamennon. This
 ambience of death, then, is the matrix from which Electra's greatness
 evolves and to which, ultimately, it is still referred. "In such condi-
 tions, my friends, one cannot practice moderation (sophronein) or piety

 Is For the Erinyes see also II2, 276, 49I, I079-80; that their presence here is a hint at
 Orestes' future torments has been re-argued by Winnington-Ingram (above, note 5) 20-
 2I; but the case against this view has been strongly put by C. M. Bowra, Sophoclean
 Tragedy (Oxford I944) 258 ff. See also Woodard (i) 200, note 4.
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 (eusebein), but amid evils there is much necessity to engage in evils
 too," is her concise and self-conscious statement of her situation

 (307-9).
 For Orestes too there is a tragic "necessity" (see his avayKacLaS

 'xt , 48) enforced upon him by the given character of the world into
 which he has come and in which he must act. For him the god-
 commanded duty to restore justice by lying and deceit (doloisi klepsai,
 37) is the equivalent of the death-in-life inversion which Electra lives
 out. Apollo's command, then, is a cosmic reflection of the negative
 terms through which a more valid existence is at last to be realized.

 We should hardly demand that the Sophoclean hero be a " good man"
 in any conventional sense or be destined to any kind of conventional
 happiness. The hero's greatness lies precisely in his gigantic indepen-
 dence of conventional estimates of human limitations, and this very
 greatness is a source of torment and suffering.16 These massive
 figures are never so independent of their world as they strive to be,
 and this is what makes them tragic. Victorious by the sheer force
 of their will, they are yet defeated by the ultimate inexorability of the
 universe and by the gods who uphold its laws, or by the very power of
 their own natures, or by all of these in some combination. Electra too,
 for all her triumph over her enemies, is deeply tragic in a way that
 approximates other Sophoclean heroes. Like Oedipus in the Tyrannus,
 like Antigone and Ajax, she too is both victorious and defeated. Her
 tragedy like theirs is a complex mixture of victory and defeat, inde-
 pendence and "necessity" (ananke), strength of will and subjection.
 In the Oedipus at Colonus (393) the aged protagonist asks, "When I
 am no longer, then am I a man?", a formulation which lies close to
 the heart of Sophoclean tragedy. Electra too feels herself as " nothing "
 rNv pkj3v, II66) just before "rebirth" and triumph. But if heroes
 like Oedipus, Antigone, Ajax are victorious in defeat, are everything

 i6 On this aspect of the Sophoclean hero see in general Knox (above, note 6) chapters i
 and 2, passim. The point has been well made by G. Norwood, AJP 74 (I953) I72:
 "Personality and will, both gigantic, both intensely focused-these mark the hero
 everywhere, on the tragic stage and the floor of earth alike. In him mere existence
 wields a strange potency; against man and circumstance he thrusts a will that death itself
 cannot break, only annul. Whether he is virtuous or wicked matter nothing here: he
 may excite our love, even our worship; or our hostility, even our abhorrence; invariably
 he casts upon us a spell of awe and passionate concern. Beside him, the commonplace
 upright man dwindles to a pygmy."
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 when they are "nothing," it is the paradox of the Electra that its pro-
 tagonist is, in a sense, defeated in her victory: her victory is her tragedy.

 II

 In no other Sophoclean play is death (literally and metaphorically) so
 dominant a theme. In the Electra death appears, in some form, in
 nearly every scene and touches all of the characters. Electra herself
 is repeatedly resigning life; and Orestes contrives his own false death
 effectively enough to be present, in person, at the formal threnos he
 receives (1126-70). Hades is a vivid and insistent presence (see iio,
 137, 463, 542, 833, 939, 1342). The only other Sophoclean play in
 which he occurs so frequently is the Antigone.

 The dead not only become "alive" in the choral song at the end
 of the play (1417 ff.), but in the appeals of Electra they are made and
 felt to be vividly present throughout the action. It is in the shadow
 of the murdered king that this action unfolds and with him that it
 begins: "0 son of Agamemnon once general at Troy" (Q rov
 urpari7y~7uavros' ev TpoiT iror / 'Ayau ' ovos 7TcL, 1-2). This
 impressive beginning, with its polysyllables and stately predominance
 of spondees, is recalled in the first stasimon ('EAAavwv avvat, 483) and

 in the Paedagogus' long account of Orestes' "death" (694-95):

 ovojla L' 'OpE0rY7S, TOv) TO KAEtVOV 'EAAa'os
 'yayiEcLwovos- orrpacEvju ayEtpavroS VTOTE.

 Agamemnon's tomb is a focal point for much of the action and is,
 in fact, the goal of Orestes' first efforts (sI ff.).I7 The murder of
 Agamennon, though not described at length, is visualized painfully
 for us by Electra who has it fixed in her mind's eye as vividly as if the
 wounds were still fresh (see 96-99, 20I-6, 444-46; also the chorus at
 492-94). She and Clytaemnestra debate the morality of the act as if
 the space of seven (or more) years did not exist (520 ff.).

 '7 For the significance of Agamemnon's tomb see Paul Friedliinder, "Die griechische
 TragoBdie und das Tragische," Part 2, Die Antike i (1925) 301: "In dem er (Sophocles)
 den Raum fur Elektras Tragik weitet, legte er das Grab von der Biihne weg in irgend-
 eine Ferne, doch so, dass es dauernd in unserem Bewusstsein bleibt, dem geistigen Raum
 also gleichsam eine Tiefendimension zuwachst."
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 It need scarcely be pointed out that the violent death of the king of
 the land involves more than the murder of a single man. From the
 Odyssey to Hamlet, from the Parzival to The Waste Land, the king's
 death or debility signifies a deep violation of the right relation between
 man and the life-giving powers of nature and the gods. Aeschylus
 had dealt with this theme in its full complexity and fused it inseparably

 with the myth of Agamemnon's murder and its aftermath. Apollo
 says in the Eumenides, echoing Iliad 1.279, "It is not the same thing for
 a man of noble blood to die, one honored with the scepter given of
 Zeus (ov yacp rt ravirov av8pa yEvvaZov OavELv / &LouA&roLs uiS)-rTpOLrt

 rq,aA0tovi5,Evov), and that too at the hand of a woman" (Eum. 625-27).
 Electra is, of course, the center of this negation of life. But if she

 were the only character to reflect it, one could perhaps regard it merely

 as an indication of her nature and as the result of the wasted, reduced
 condition of her own life. In fact the negation of life by death per-
 meates the language of all the characters in the play and persists to the
 very end-indeed is most strongly asserted in the scene of Orestes'
 triumph (I4I7-2I, I477-78). The dead, it is true, are reborn to life.
 But the imagery of the play, so heavily weighed on the side of death,
 leaves the exact significance of their return ambiguous. The brief
 choral passage which describes the "life" of the "long dead" (I4I7-2I)
 is one of the most sinister in the play:

 TEAOVo a&pc atUcnv Ol
 yas w1ral KELEVOt.

 vraAlppvrov yap aLtL v7Tecapovcor rwv
 KTaVOVTWV Ol IEArEU OcVTES.

 The curses accomplish. Those who lie below the earth live. For the
 long dead drain gradually from their killers the blood that flows in
 retribution [or, that flows back, sc. into the earth: cf. A. Ag. ioi8 ff.;
 Cho. 48].

 This passage evokes not the lucid Justice that some have seen as the
 culmination of the action, but rather the dark, barbaric past, haunted
 by vampire-like ghosts. These ghostly figures, real enough in their
 own right, seem to have a physical incarnation in the human actors.
 Electra, who "drinks down neat the life's blood" of Clytaemnestra

 (TO 3p %V KMIVOV-'o aEtE / /vxqg axKpa-rov at/,al 785-86), seems herself
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 almost an Erinys (note her appeal to the powers of the Underworld,
 I-20), one of those who "drain the blood of the murderers"
 (I420-2I). Sophocles has here borrowed from the Choephoroe a
 phrase used of the Erinys (aKparov atp-a rn'eTaa, Cho. 578) and boldly
 applied it to Electra herself. In the case of Orestes too a description
 of the Erinyes entering the House ( lcOuarTcwv V'rn'arEyoL, I386) im-
 mediately precedes his own entrance (e7acw UrEyas, I392). Here too
 the phrasing is important (I384-88):

 ?EO, 07TOV lTpovE(LE-at

 -o ova'pFarrov at,ua !vcr6-v "Apqg.
 /3 EplaUw ov1- &/aTWv cloUy
 3lep&auv a"p-rc on,ua-rcov 67ro'g-reyot
 (uLETraLo o c K vKWv lravovpy7wdaTrov

 V, t

 aLVKTOt KVVE9.

 The language is such as to suggest an identification between the hopeful
 young men (Orestes is referred to in the apwoyo's of the antistrophe,
 I392) and the grim goddesses (note the ambiguously masculine
 endings of the adjectives in I386-88 and the suspension of the key
 word KV'VEs to the very end of its clause).

 On the other hand the play is full of the language of growth, birth,
 fertility. Yet it is death and corruption which flourish and "blossom."

 The verbs fAaa-ravELv and OIAAELv, "grow" and "bloom," are used
 consistently of the moral rottenness of Mycenae. Night and day
 Electra sees the evils of the palace "blooming rather than wasting
 away" (6&\Aovra uaAAov 7) KaTraqOLvovO cp6, 260). As if to confirm
 her judgment, Clytaemnestra has dreamed of the scepter from which
 "there blooms a swelling shoot" (/3AaorrEZv /pv'ovra OaAAc'v, 422)
 which rises "into the light" and overshadows the land. Here the
 imagery begins to become operative as action. The dream of the
 blooming scepter is the first sign that those below may live, that
 vengeance may come upon the living. It is also an indication that the
 processes of "growth" and life in this play imply their opposites,
 namely "wasting away" (qOivELv, Tr'KEYOaL, and compounds) and
 death.

 This inverted significance of the life processes is the natural answer
 to the murderers' own deed. And this deed, as we first hear it des-
 cribed by Electra, appears as a destruction of organic life: the kiRlers
 cut down their victim " as a woodcutter an oak" (Thw)sg 3pv3v vtAoro'woL /
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 UXpEOVUl KaPa bOvLo ITAEKEL, 98-99). When Electra later uses the
 verb "blooming," it is also in connection with death. After the
 Paedagogus' false message, she says (95I-53), "As long as I heard of

 my brother as still blooming with life (g31p Oa'AAovra), I had hopes that
 he would come as the avenger of ourfather's murder (+oovov lTpaKTopa).
 The juxtaposition is significant: the blooming of Orestes' life is for

 Electra primarily an instrument of death (ioovov, 953).
 In the chorus which comes between Electra's resolution to act

 (IOI7 ff.) and Orestes' entrance (I098), the verb /Aaor-ravEv is especially
 prominent (see io6o, io8i, I095).I8 The triple recurrence of this
 word at such a point underlines the tragic reversal of life and death
 in the play: the organic processes of nature are invoked in this ode as
 models for a deed which, however necessary, is neither "natural" nor
 life-giving. The ode begins (IO58-62),

 Tt TovS acVlOEV ppOvt(WUTa'TOVs OhtoC-
 x 1) t I

 VOVS ETOPWVEVOt Tpoqcas

 K7lqSO/EVOVS a9 W'V TE Ad-
 UJTWOCtV a-p CV T olvaortV EV-

 pwCtv, Tao OVtK (X toraS TEAov/.LEV;

 Why, when we see the birds above most wisely concerned for the nurture
 of those from whom they grow and from whom they found their succor,
 do we not accomplish these things equally?

 The birds' care for their parents (aJo' 3;v /Aaorcoort) is the paradigm in
 nature of Electra's care for her father. Yet her care is not manifested

 in " nurture " (rpooais, an important word in the play), but in its reverse.
 Not only is the trophe which Electra is to render to her father a deed of

 death, but it involves the death of her other parent, the mother who
 is the child's immediate source of trophe. Thus the chorus' a+' c3v TE
 fAaorrworv carries an unstated, but terrible ambiguity which lies, of
 course, in the myth itself. Regardless of whether Clytaemnestra is
 morally "no-mother" (597-98, II54, II94), she is undeniably included

 among those a+o' 3v rE f3Aa4ricwuv, the fact of biological relation.
 There is yet a further irony in this first sentence of the ode. The
 birds are called phronimdtatoi, "most sensible" or "most intelligent,"

 i8 For a different view of the verb P/Aaor-rvEv and the ode of I058-97, see Woodard
 (II) 2I4.
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 because of their care for their parents. But "good sense," in its usual
 meaning, is precisely what Electra-along with other Sophoclean
 heroes-lacks, though she claims that it is she who has "sense" (e.g.
 403, 0I23). The previous scene with Chrysothemis ends with just
 this contrast between the careful, "sensible" attitudes of the one sister
 and the heroic but reckless courage of the other. This contrast is

 articulated through the verb phronein (see I038, I048, io55-56; also
 cpEVES, 992) and related words like vov^s (IOI3, IOI6, IO23-24),

 aO 00sr (IO32), and 7TpoiLvqOta (IO36). But Chrysothemis understands
 sense (phronein) only as a cautious, self-protective reasonableness.

 Her parting injunction in io55-56 hammers in this phronein motif

 (EL oEsavTr TVYXaVECS boKovUa rt / pOVE Lv, ppO'VEt rotav^O' . . .) and
 the present ode, with the chorus' phronimdtatoi in its first line (IO58),
 follows almost at once. The divergent views of phronein taken by

 the sisters from their first encounter (334, 345, 384, 390, 394) are thus
 connected with the large framework of the nature-imagery.

 The ode ends with the eulogy of Electra as "wise and best child"

 (croqa '' aptorra rE ifa st, IO89) who "wins the first prize of excellence
 by piety toward Zeus for those custom-laws which have burgeoned as
 greatest" (IO95-97):

 a yE PEYLO7T3 ('Aa-
 rTE vo1lLt1lLa, TlOVoE OEppo[LEvav
 Vitr i- Z-qV19 EVcYrE/3E' apltora -ra 07vo e cJp,a.

 The chorus' ('3AaorrE harks back to the dichotomy implied in this verb
 in the first strophe (I060). This passage, however, has other ambigui-
 ties. Ending strongly on eusebeia, piety, it recalls the essence of Electra's

 tragic situation as framed in her first long iambic speech: amid such
 evils she cannot practice piety (eusebein, 308). It also recalls another
 statement of hers earlier in the play which is all the more relevant
 because it too uses the figure of birds. In the parode Electra answered
 the chorus' plea for moderation with the words (236-38):

 KaL Tc 1ETpov KaKola-os 4v; q!EpE,
 7rIS EM T01S i00GLE'VOLS ac.EAE`Wv KaAo'v;
 EV TWVl TOVT E(A0UT' avpwTwv;

 And what measure of evil [or, with Jebb, 'of my suffering'] has there
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 been? Come, tell me, how is it noble to be neglectful in the case of the
 dead? In what man has this been born? '9

 Thematically and verbally this passage is closely related to the ode of

 io58 ff. In both cases care for dead parents is stated as a universal
 law; and in both cases birds are involved (see 24I if., EKIT-.LOVS'orXovora
 vIrEpvyas / ovro'vcov yo'ov). The second passage, however, extends
 this "law" from man (anthr6poi, 238) to all of nature (note too the
 reference to Zeus in I097). Yet both passages create a tense opposition
 between life and death that resides in part in the verb lAaoTavEtv

 (note OYL,PEVOLS . . . ('PAacLTE in consecutive lines, 237-3 8). Electra's
 rejection of any "measure" (metron) in the first passage is analogous to
 her dismissal of "good sense" (eu phronein) just before the ode of
 io58 ff. Hers is a situation of impossible extremes, a situation in
 which she is drained of life as a creature of nature and a woman so
 that justice may flourish. Death has replaced life on a large scalc,
 and Sophocles presents Electra standing almost alone against this
 massive disturbance of the cosmic balances.

 The first third of the play is heavily laden with words of growth,
 generation, birth. Deceit and lust (dolos and erds), sings the chorus,
 perpetrated Agamemnon's murder, "engendering (vpoqvrEv'aavrEs)
 terribly a terrible form" (I96-98). A few lines later the chorus
 describes Electra herself as "always bringing to birth (dtKKTovua)
 wars for your soul" (2I8) and asks her "not to bring to birth disasters
 upon disasters" (iv' -TlCKTEtV C' arav a-ratS, 235). The chorus' meta-
 phor is cruel reality for Electra, who has twice in this same parode
 lamented her childless state ( rEKVOS, I64; Lvev TEIEaW, I87). This
 negation of birth and life extends beyond Electra to the fundamental
 situation of the play: Clytaemnestra is recurrently the mother who is
 "no-mother" (273-74, 597-98, 1154, II94). Yet for all her baseness
 she cries at the news of Orestes' death, "Fearful it is to have a child"
 (8Etv0V T-O t'KTEV, 770) only to be cut down at the end by the child
 who rejects her last appeal, her motherhood: co -rEKVOV TEKVOV, /
 OLKTLpE TnV TEKOvoav (1410-II).

 19Jebb translates line 236, "But what measure is there in my wretchedness?" Given
 the context, however, Kaibel I07 may be right in understanding the line to refer, not to
 Electra's condition, but to the evil of the murderers.
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 This negation of life is not only inherent in the human situation,
 but spreads from the very earth of Mycenae outward. The "earth
 of his fathers" (7rarp4'a -y, 67) which Orestes is to reclaim is itself
 accursed (see SoS-6 of Pelops, atavg Trqe ya^). It will send up nothing
 life-giving, only the omen of the blooming scepter which wili "bring
 shadow over the land of the Mycenaeans" (422-23). Electra calls
 Agamemnon up " from the earth" (y OEv, 453) to aid in the vengeance.
 For her "earth" is not a source of life, but the nothingness into which

 the dead dissolve (245-46): e' yap o )ev Oavc.v ya TE KaL ov Ev cxv
 / KELETatL rcAas....

 The inversion of life and death, as noted earlier, is accompanied by
 that of light and dark. It is true that the play begins on an ostensibly
 bright note: dawn and the voices of birds (I8-I9). Yet before Orestes
 leaves the stage in this first scene, light begins to assume a sinister
 meaning. He compares his ruse with that of clever men who obtained

 fame and success by pretending to be dead (59-64). This motif
 begins to build the play's large metaphor of inverted fertility, for the
 stories of such men (Salmoxis, Aristeas) reflect a fundamental mythical
 pattern of death and rebirth in the cycles of seasonal change.2o Orestes

 then boasts (E7ravxc3, 65-a dangerous thing to do in Greek tragedy)
 " that I shall shine living on my enemies as a star" (66). The gentle
 light of the dawn thus gradually becomes destructive, for Orestes'
 simile recalls the baleful stars of the Iliad to which the warrior in his

 most murderous moment is compared (II. 5.4-8, i i.6i-66; cf. also
 22.26-32 and 3I4-I9).2I Orestes' boast that he will shine like a star
 suggests, furthermore, the return of the night from which he and his
 companions have emerged (" the black night of stars," I9). The pro-
 logue already contains in small the play's large movement from light
 to darkness (see I396, I494; and see below).

 The dawn itself in this first scene is described, in part, in a curiously
 contorted, indeed a negative manner (17-I9): "The bright light of the

 20 For the associations of Salmoxis (Hdt. 4.95) and Aristeas (Hdt. 4.14) with myths of
 fertility and rebirth, see Rhys Carpenter, Folk Tale, Fiction, and Saga in the Homeric
 Epics, " Sather Classical Lectures," vol. 20 (Berkeley and Los Angeles I946) I I3 ff., i6o ff.

 21 For the destructive significance of the shining star of the Iliad see Cedric H. Whit-
 man, Homer and the Heroic Tradition (Cambridge, Mass., I958) I42-44. See alsoJebb on
 lines 65-66.
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 sun is stirring up the clear dawn voices of birds, and the black peace
 of the stars has failed,"

 yeAatvau' rpa v EKAEAAo7Ev E4pov7.
 Line I9 hardly suggests exuberant hopes. The verb EKAEt7TEv is in fact
 taken up in Electra's song a bit later: she laments "whenever the

 darkling night fails" (v?-roAEtO6j, 9I); and, more strikingly still, "But
 abundant life, hopeless now, has failed me" (a7roAEAotvEv, i85). In
 her despairing speech over the urn, Electra twice uses EKAE1TEW
 itself of the utter "failing" of her life (113I, I149); and Aegisthus
 uses the verb, finally, of Orestes' death (1444). Hence the verb
 develops the contrast of Orestes' bright hopes and Electra's night-like
 misery. The contrast is made more directly, still in terms of light, in
 Electra's entrance at 86 with her address to "the pure light" when
 night and day, light and dark are for her equally a time of grief, and
 she finds both the light of the stars and the sun hateful (I04-6). The
 adjective which describes the "bright" sunlight in line 17, moreover,

 Aa,fLrpos', is used in its only two occurrences later in the play in close
 connection with Orestes' "death," namely in the Paedagogus' rhesis

 (685) and Electra's dirge over the urn (1130).
 Nor are the birds which greet Orestes at dawn happy in their associ-

 ations. Birds in Greek literature, and especially tragedy, seldom are.22
 Their clear voices in 17-I8 soon become the mournful complaints
 of the lonely girl, weeping like the nightingale (I07-9, 147-48; see
 243-44). The myth of Procne and Itys connects the song of birds
 with the grimmer aspects of Orestes' task (note -rEKV0AE-TEtpa, of the
 nightingale in I07).23 The nightingale is also relevant to Electra's
 grief: it is connected with sleeplessness.24 And there is perhaps a
 larger connection of the nightingale and Procne with the general
 reversal of life, for Electra calls the bird "Zeus' messenger" (148),
 a phrase which may allude ambiguously both to the coming of spring
 and to the vengeance: the nightingale, traditional harbinger of the

 22 For the sinister side of the birds see W. Beare, " Sophocles, Electra, 11. I7-I9," CR 4I
 (1927) I I I-I2; also Sheppard (i) 8I-82, with note 3, p. 8 i.

 23 For the ambiguity in TEKVOAE'TEtpa see below, note 30.
 24 For the associations of the nightingale with sleeplessness see Homer, Od. I9. 515-24;

 Aelian, I/H. I2.20 (citing Hesiod), and generally D'Arcy W. Thompson, A Glossary of
 Greek Birds (Oxford I 895) I2.
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 rebirth of life in the spring, brings only a message of grief and death.25

 Electra's language in the early part of the play reinforces the inter-
 weaving of the light-dark reversal and the negation of fertility. Her
 opening words combine "light" and "earth" in the inclusive singleness
 of her grief (" 0 pure light and air that extends in equal portion over
 the earth, many the songs of grief, many the beatings of bloodied
 breast you have perceived," 86-go). Her first non-lyric speech also
 juxtaposes in consecutive lines "day and night" and "evils blooming
 rather than wasting away" (259-60):

 e % 3 , % 3\ , ,, ,

 ayw Ka- 79jitap cat vai- EVq1pOv7V aEL
 OaAAovira paAAov ) iKa-raq00vov0' cpc7.

 In Clytaenmestra's dream shortly afterward, the "blooming" scepter

 " overshadows" the earth (XOO6va) as the murdered father comes "into
 the light" (4I7-23). Chrysothemis has learned of the dream when
 Clytaemnestra revealed it to the light of the sun (424). And later
 the chorus places the dream among the dark things of night: it is, they
 say, the "vision of night" (auTia VVKT09, 501-2).

 Clytaemnestra's prayer to Apollo brings this interweaving of light-
 dark and fertility-death to a sharp focus at a crucial point of the action.

 She makes " full-fruited " (7r&yKap7ra, 63 5) offerings to the Bright God

 (Phoibos, 637), yet cannot bring forth the whole truth "into the light"
 (640) lest her daughter "sow" (arEr'p7), 642) an envious tale. She
 repeats the chorus' description of the dream as a "vision of the night"

 (644), mentions her desire to keep hold over the scepter (65i), and ends
 with a culminating twist of Sophoclean irony: " For it is likely that the

 sons of Zeus see all things" (659). The deep irony of the prayer
 turns precisely on this compound inversion of light and fertility. After
 invoking Apollo as "Bright" (637), she says that she must keep her

 words "hidden" (638), and offers the fruits of the earth (635) to enjoy

 her illicit sexuality (note the sexual implications of evvoviaav otg

 25For the nightingale as a messenger of spring see Sappho's '4pos IayyEAos qLEpOXCOVos
 drwcov, fr. I2I Diehl (I36 Lobel-Page) and Od. I9.5I9 (both cited in the schol. on El.
 I49); Simonides, fr. 45 Diehl (586 Page), where the nightingale is called "of spring";
 and Soph. O.C. 673. See in general Thompson (preceding note) IO-I2. On the other
 hand the phrase "Zeus' messenger" is referred only to the justice of the revenge by
 Bowra (above, note I 5) 243, and P. Suys, " Recherches sur 1'Electre de Sophocle," LEC i i
 (I942) 74-75. Kaibel ad loc., p. 94, rather arbitrarily denies the possibility of the former
 interpretation despite its ancient authority.
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 eVVEqiu, 652) When she uses the verb "sow" of Electra's threats
 in 642, she also connects sexuality with the central negation of life
 contained in the myth, for she herself used this verb earlier of Agamem-

 non's "sowing" the daughter he sacrificed (533).6 Electra had
 earlier accused her mother of bearing children to her lover while

 disregarding her legitimate children (589-9o):

 Kat -TaLt3o-,otEOts, TOVs bE -TpOUOEV EVsEfELts

 Kat E'afOrp)V flAa-rov-rag 'KpaAova' 'es Ka4 EVEfW /3ccTOT EK/AOUEXEL9.,

 and her verb, fAacar-ov-raS, in 590 closely links the inverted sexuality of

 the human realm with the negations of life in nature generally. Here
 too the language only expands and emphasizes what is given in the
 plot: the sexual license of the mother is purchased through the enforced

 celibacy of the daughter. The natural yielding of the older generation
 to the younger in sexual energy and child-bearing is suppressed and
 reversed.

 This reversal is strongly indicated in the chorus' description of the
 guilty pair in the first stasimon (493-94):

 aAEKTp avV/Loa yap e7TE/pa L aLo4vuv
 yatcov actuAA7tLa' ototv ovi OEus'.

 For bedless, wedless, eager striving for blood-stained marriage came upon
 those who had not the right.

 The adjective daEKrpa recalls Electra's very name; 27 and here the two

 adjectives, AIAEKTpOS, avvpbos-, which are used of the girl herself
 (I64, 962), are now used of her mother's guilty licentiousness. Not
 only is the marriage called "bloody," but the words Eir7E'a and

 a,utA; ',uaara both fuse the erotic and the deadly in a characteristic
 example of Sophoclean linguistic virtuosity. The verb Ern flatvEtv
 can be used of a hostile attack, but also of the male animal "mounting"

 the female.28 The noun tuAAijjara suggests not only "the eager
 haste for marriage," the zeal with which "both partners in guilt were

 26 Note the recurrence of compounds of speird in unhappy contexts later: 748 and I2I9.
 27 The ancients at an early date were sensitive to the etymology of Electra's name: see

 Aelian, V.H. 4.26; also Jebb xix-xx, and J. D. Denniston, Euripides, Electra (Oxford
 I939) x.

 28 See the comment on the passage by Kaibel I 50: " Diese Lust befiel (IrSfEa, wie ein
 Feind) sie die von ihr nicht befallen werden durften."
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 striving for that goal" (Jebb), but also the striving and "contests,"
 more deadly than loving, between Agamemnon and Clytaemnestra.29

 It is interesting in this regard that Clytaemnestra, in justifying her
 deed, makes no mention of Cassandra. Sophocles perhaps wishes to
 avoid a theme so masterfully handled by Aeschylus. But in omitting
 Cassandra he also shifts the emphasis from the struggle between male
 and female lust (Agamemnon's and Clytaemnestra's) to the contrast
 between the mother's sexual license and the daughter's privation. In
 making Clytaemnestra's main charge against Agamemnon only the

 sacrifice of Iphigeneia (53o-48), Sophocles deliberately simplifies
 Aeschylus' motivation and stresses once more the inversion of life-

 values: the parent who "sowed" the child will destroy it; when he is
 killed in turn, his death will be avenged on the mother by her child.
 The myth of Procne and Itys, twice invoked by Electra in the parode

 (I07 ff., I47 ff.), thus becomes a reality parallel with the main action
 of the play. Procne, the mother who kills her child to avenge herself on
 her husband, is actually more applicable to Clytaemnestra than to Electra.

 But Electra, bitterly deprived of children (I64, I87), is the one to
 turn to this myth and find it meaningful for herself. The adjective she
 uses of herself in I07, TEKVOAE'TEtpa, may be a reference to her childless-

 ness ("she who has lost children"). But it certainly has as one of its

 meanings, " child-destroying." 30 Electra thus makes herself the active
 and destructive one.

 It is Electra, then, who bears the full weight of this reversal of life
 and death. The first we hear of her is the cry, offstage, "Alas for me,

 unhappy" (1dco'otpot SV1&TrVqos, 77); and she enters, in striking contrast
 to the dawn and Orestes' blooming youth (cf. I4), with emaciated
 visage and miserable garments (aELKEF Orvv orroAa, I9I). When

 29 Kaibel I50 seems to limit the implications of these "contests" unnecessarily in
 seeing in them only " das wechselseitige Streben des Aigisth und der Klytaimnestra nach
 der Ehe." Note that "contests" have a sinister significance throughout the play: e.g.
 ay6v in I44I and I492; ' uAAat, 86i. Cf. also the use of ckpEtv in 84-85 and I096-97.
 The same image is probably present in I020: see Kaibel, ad loc., p. 228.

 30 For 'TEKVOAE'TEpa and the possibilities of both active and passive meanings see
 Kaibel ad loc. (p. 87), who finds the adjective "nicht sehr gliucklich gebildet" and seems
 to prefer the passive meaning. Jebb, however, ad loc. doubts that the word "could
 mean merely 'having lost her child'." Cf. Aesch. Ag. I465-67, where vapoA&ELpa
 (of Helen) is clearly defined by the context as active: 7roAACv a" vapJZv bvXads avaJZv
 oAeaaa(a).
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 Orestes finally encounters her in person, he notes at once her wasted
 form (II77, II8I). The unchanging sadness of her mask would give
 special point to her later assurance that there is no danger of her joyful
 looks betraying the plot (I309-II). She is consistently characterized
 by verbs of " wasting away " or " drying up " (-Tr KEuGat, I23, 283,835;
 aiavJj, 8I9). In her opening lament she compares herself to Niobe

 in her rocky tomb (Is5-si)-a comparison fraught with cruel irony
 for the unmarried, childless girl. But it is the petrified, lifeless, not the

 life-giving quality of Niobe which is relevant to her. Then, perhaps

 still thinking of Niobe's weeping (atcat [acEt ?] &aKpvELS', I52), she
 describes herself as "damp with tears," SaKpVU gtv&vaA&a (i66); and
 her adjective uv&aA&a suggests not only moisture, but also decay,

 decomposition, as of a corpse (compare the verb juv&ac, "to be damp
 with decay," and Antigone 4I0). Expressions like rToAAvjuat, u'
 aJ7c'AEcUas fall easily and frequently from her lips (e.g. 304,306, 674,677,

 8o8, 83I).

 So far we have seen how this general negation of life overhangs the
 action and connects the individual lives dramatized in the play with the
 vast realms of nature, the earth, the sky. This same negation, however,
 also dominates the relations between the individual characters. Here
 too Electra stands at the center, for nearly all the personal relations
 depicted in the play are relationships with her (Orestes' bond with the
 Paedagogus is the only exception, and not a major exception; note
 also the lack of emphasis on the friendship between Orestes and
 Pylades). In Electra's personal life, then, is shown the impact on a
 living human being of all the larger forces of death discussed above.
 Agamemnon, the murdered king, is the most intense of her relation-
 ships. For her, he is real and "alive" (see 34I-42, 453-54, I36I).
 She lists him among her philoi as if he were still living (e.g. 346, 495).
 The other two positive relations she has, namely those with Orestes
 and with Chrysothemis, are important to her only as they bear on
 death, on the killing of the murderers (e.g. 95 I-57). And fundamentally
 underlying this negation of human relationships is the negation of the
 most basic relationship of all, that between parent and child.

 Crucial to the parental relationship is the theme of "nurture" or
 "nourishment," rpO , which plays such an important part in the
 second stasimon (Io58 if.) discussed above. As the simplest bond
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 between parent and child, trophe is the tie wherein the human parental
 bond most closely approximates the natural world. Hence the question
 of the second stasimon, " Why, when we see the birds above caring for
 the nurture (trophe) of their parents, do we not do likewise?" By
 thus putting this simple tie into broad perspective, this ode also
 suggests the enormity of the negation involved.

 In the human world delineated in the play parents refuse trophe to
 their children, and children repay with death the trophe they have
 received from their parents. On learning of Orestes' death, Clytaem-
 nestra complains that "he stood off from my breasts and my nurture"
 (trophe, 776). It is Electra, however, not Clytaemnestra, who feels
 herself as the giver of "nurture" to Orestes and who feels this "nur-
 ture" now wasted at his death: "Alas for my past nurture of you,
 useless now-that nurture which I provided often for you with sweet

 toil" (II43-45). She has been, she claims, Orestes' "nurse' (rpoXos.,
 II47). Both these passages gain significance from the fact that they
 follow so closely upon the important second stasimon (Io58 ff.).
 Orestes too, some forty lines after this lament of Electra, commiserates

 on her " wedless and ill-fated nurture " (kEi3 r-s avv/lLtbov 8vacpo'pov TE

 4s5 Tpoos-, II83); and Electra replies that her "nurture" has been
 death itself, to be brought up with the murderers, literally "sharing
 their nurture" (bovEV^ak uivVTrpobos', II90).

 The reversal is thus double: the mother's "nurture" of her son has
 been usurped by the daughter; and the daughter, hating the mother,
 seeks, she says herself, to "nourish" (trephein) the son as an avenger
 (603). Correspondingly, Electra has been denied the "nurture"1 that
 would permit her to become a wife and mother herself (cf. anymphos

 trophel, II83). These reversals, as suggested above, have been prepared
 for by the myth of Procne and the adjective TEKVOAE'TElpa (I07);
 and this early passage, through the leitmotif of birds, begins to relate
 the inversions to the larger realms of myth and animate nature, with
 the connection heavily underlined in the second stasimon.

 The reversals which center on trophe , however, have a more specific
 and poignant application to the human realm. Early in her debate
 with her daughter, Clytaemnestra makes this counter-charge: "I speak
 ill of you because I have been spoken ill of by you many a time" (KaK6US

 8EUErE/ AE'yCOJ KaKCOS KAvovacTp 7pos aUEOEv Oaca, 523-24). Clytaemnestra
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 uses the traditional language of retaliatory morality, namely to
 requite with evil whoever does you evil (see Archilochus, fr. 66 Diehl).
 But the principle is applicable only between enemies, not between
 mother and child, as Clytaemnestra herself realizes in what is probably
 a moment of sincere feeling: "Terrible it is to have a child, for not
 even when you are done ill (KaK6 S' 7rTcuXov-rt) can you come to hate the

 children you have borne" (770-7I).
 Clytaemnestra, however, does not hold this mood long. Shortly

 after this outburst of instinctive maternal feeling, she coldly asks for
 "trustworthy evidence" (rmu-ra TEK1'pt, 774) of Orestes' death.
 Then she describes his absence not as a parent speaking of a child,
 but as a ruler speaking of a dissident subject: he has "revoltedfrom her
 breasts and nurture" (a'oucTa's, the regular word for civic dissension
 and political rebellion) and has become an "exile" (/vy s', 776).
 Here speaks the woman whom her daughter characterizes as "tyrant
 (despotis) rather than mother" (597-98).

 In the period of the Electra Sophocles' contemporaries were re-
 examining and questioning the sanctity of the parental bond, along with
 the sanctity of other traditional ties. The primary tool of analysis here
 is, of course, the dichotomy between nomos and physis, human "con-
 vention" and the amoral world of nature where survival and self-
 interest, rather than restraint, respect, veneration, are the primary
 drives. The relevance of this dichotomy to the parental bond was
 vividly pointed out by Aristophanes (Clouds I409-29 and Birds 1346-68)
 and by Democritus (VS 68B275-8o; see also Antiphon the Sophist,
 VS 87B49). This line of argument usually invoked the animal world
 (where affection and respect are absent) in order to criticize the "un-
 naturalness" of the sanctities and taboos in the relations between
 human parents and children. Sophocles, however, inverts this
 argument and gives a tragic twist to the traditional attitude (see Hesiod,
 Op. 276-80). In the Electra the animal (or, more properly, avian)
 world serves as a paradigm of the positive, affectionate parent-child
 relation, whereas the human world, with its language of retaliation
 and political hostility, presents the hard, negative, sanctionless attitude
 associated with brute nature and physis.

 Sophocles too seems to be aware of the Sophistic discussions of his
 time and makes much of the term physis in presenting the moral
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 conffict.3' Physis, like trophe, spans both human and "natural"
 worlds. Though Sophocles uses physis in its traditional, non-Sophistic
 sense, i.e. one's inherited, inborn "nature," the themes discussed above
 and the play's focusing on the parent-child relation against the back-
 ground of the natural world hint at contemporary statements of the
 issue.

 Electra herself poses the question of her "nature" in terms of her
 biological inheritance. She is continually defending the noble "nature"
 she has acquired from herfather, and she persistently denies the right of

 Clytaemnestra to regard herself as her mother. But despite this
 separation of herself from her mother, she seems to owe more to this
 parent than she would (or could) admit. At the emotional peak of
 her encounter with Clytaemnestra, she cries (6os-9), " For this announce
 me to all, if you wish, as base or impudent-tongued or full of shameless-

 ness. For if I am born so as to know these things by nature, at least
 I do not shame your nature":

 /1 V ,,1c' ,

 Eaydp TE9VKa LTUW&v 7r(v E"pyWv t0ptS,
 orXE0 T ' 7v T77v f)v ov0 KaLatorXvvW bv'uwv.

 The last two lines reveal once more the depth of the inversion of
 traditional values involved in Electra's world. In Hellenic (and other)
 morality it is praiseworthy not to shame one's parent's nature.32 For
 Electra the implication is just the reverse; and the heated passion with
 which she utters the statement perhaps betrays, against her intention,
 that she does indeed possess something of her mother's "nature."
 The irony of this last passage is the greater because of her earlier
 remark, also at the end of an indictment of her mother, that "in such
 circumstances, my friends, one can neither be moderate nor act
 reverently, but amid evils one must of necessity practice evils too"

 (307-9):  ~~~,~ , ,, ,
 EV ov )roto0Vrot0 OUTE oWcpovEv, qtAat,
 OVT EvUEfE)v 7TapEorTv* aAA EV) 7ts KaKO ts

 7roAA77 oT avaYK7) KaL7TtT7OEVEtV KaKa.

 3I Forphysis see 322, 325-26, 605-9, 940-4I, 989, 997, I023. The term gains a certain
 sinister meaning because of the curse of the House: cf. I249-50.

 32 For " not shaming " a parent's nature, " commonly in a good sense " (Jebb), see Eur.
 Or. II69, Soph. Ajax I304-5. The moral paradox is well pointed out by Kaibel i68.
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 Here Electra is clearly echoing the words of her Aeschylean counterpart
 in the Choephoroe (I40-4I) :33 "Grant that I myself may become far
 more moderate than my mother and more reverent in hand":

 avrD -re pott ?OS OWOpOVEorEpcLav 'ToAV

 p--rpos yEVEUOat XEcpa r EVUoE/3Eor-rEpav.

 Yet Aeschylus' Electra can hope to break with her mother's character.
 For Sophocles' heroine the " necessity" of circumstances renders blurred
 and problematical the completeness of this break. Hence, shortly
 after her statement about "not shaming" Clytaemnestra's nature in
 607-9, Electra returns to the "necessity" she mentioned in 307-9:
 "But enmity from you and your deeds compel me to do these things
 perforce. For shameful acts are taught by shameful acts" (6I9-2I):

 77 r ya' E 5OV opE`VEta Kat -ra' ora
 spy' 'eavayKap 'E PE VraLVEa ipav r v Epy E avyIaE (LE acTc pcaVfl

 acorXpots yacp atoXpca 7Tpacy/Jya-r EK&8aUKErat.

 As the language of trophe and the physis-theme of 608-9 reflect a
 basic inversion in the biological and hereditary connection between
 parent and child, this last passage (6I9-2i) reflects an inversion of the
 moral connection. Greek ethics considered it the duty of parents to
 teach their children ta kala. But Electra here boasts of having learned
 only the opposite, ta aischra, what is base or shameful: "For shameful
 deeds (aischra) are taught (ekdidasketai) by shameful deeds" (62I;
 cf. 6i5-i6). Electra's words here are also to be connected with an
 earlier passage in which she charges Chrysothemis with excessive care
 for her mother rather than the father "whose child she is" (ov' orvu ras
 'qvs', 34I) and accuses her of having learned from her mother what to
 reply to Electra (a'&ravra yap uot raJLa vovOE-r 1iara / KEVWaS- MaKra'

 343-44; see also 330, 352, 359-96).
 Hence both physically and morally the traditional relation between

 parent and child is negated. Both "nurture" and the "teaching"
 recoil upon the parent in the final act of matricide, for which Electra
 has "nurtured" Orestes (603). But in this recoil, the child also
 suffers.

 33 The parallel is noted without comment byJebb ad loc. Kirkwood (above, note I3)
 I40 connects lines 606-9 with 309 and remarks, "It is as though Electra recognizes in
 herself an evil inheritance from her mother, and it tortures her." See also Johansen
 (above, note i) I6-I7.
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 It is part of the tragic irony of Electra's position that in fact she does

 "not shame" her mother's nature. She assumes her mother's role
 in a positive way when she mourns over Orestes as the true mother
 failed to do (see 804 ff.). Yet there is perhaps a suggestion that she
 shares something of her mother's sinister nature in her cry at the
 matricide, 7ratrov, EL YEVEL9s, 8TrA-v (I4I5). This scene, in its
 verbal echoes of the Agamemnon (Ag. I343-45), now exhibits in the
 daughter something of the monstrous force and energy of the mother
 as they appeared at the climax of her powers, the cutting down of
 Agamemnion.34

 This echo of the Agamemnon, one of the boldest borrowings in Greek
 literature, does, of course, underline the justice of the lex talionis: the
 vengeance calls up the crime being avenged. Yet it also casts a
 shadow over Electra herself Above her looms still the physis of
 Clytaemnestra, the Clytaemnestra of the Agamemnon. Hence it
 suggests a partial confirmation of Electra's initial fears, that "amid
 evils one must of necessity practice evils" (307-9). That speech
 takes on tragic substance and a deeper "necessity" as the play proceeds
 to its end. Itself a sharp modification of the pious hopes of Aeschylus'
 Electra, it receives a still sharper edge in this even bolder use of the
 Oresteia at the end of our play.

 From this negation of the most fundamental of all human relation-
 ships there follows a corresponding negation of other relationships.
 This negation is expressed in part in the use of philos, "dear one,"
 " beloved," throughout the play. At the beginning Electra complains

 that she has no OtiAos aivr4p to protect her (I88), and much of the action
 consists in her finding and losing philoi. Her dearest philos is among
 the dead: Agamemnon. He is "most loved" (philtatos) by her (462)
 as he is "most hateful" (also "most hostile," dysmenestatos, 407) to

 Clytaenmestra (note also the changes rung on philos and dysmenes in
 439-446).

 As Electra gainsphiloi, Clytaenmestra loses them. For these two philoi

 by blood, the meaning of philos has become twisted. Clytaenmestra

 34 There is perhaps a further connection between Electra and Clytaemnestra in that the
 adjective dystenos, Electra's cry in 77, is very shortly after applied to the mother, I2I-22,
 where Electra is addressed as "child of a most unfortunate (dystgnos) mother." Electra
 later herself applies the adjective to Clytaemnestra, 8o6.
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 charges Electra "not to shame those dear to you" (pI-r) . cd-

 XVVELV qtAovs', 5i8), meaning by philoi here herself; but she is answered
 near the end of the exchange by Electra's reply (discussed above),
 .... at least I do not shame your nature" (609). With the terrible
 logic of the progression from small to great, from individual to cosmos
 in this play, the inversions present in the physis-theme are amplified
 in the entire personal realm ofphiloi. With the rupture of the "natural"
 parental bond comes the dissolution of philia in general.

 Clytaemnestra makes this inversion explicit in her secret prayer:
 here her daughter becomes avowedly not a philos (see 638-40), but an
 echthros, an enemy (647), an open contradiction of her injunction of S I 8,

 aLcrXvvELv 0tbAovs'. The intervening debate has clarified the truth
 of the relation. The prayer finds its answer in the arrival of the
 Paedagogus, "bearing sweet words from a man who is dear" (qtAov
 irap' avapo4s, 667), and the irony is underlined by Clytaemnestra's
 repetition of these words in 67I-72: " Since you are from a man who

 is dear (rapa qt'Aov .. . avApo's), you will speak, I know well, words

 dear (7yporobAEsS) to me." At the beginning of the play Electra
 used this same phrase, Ot'Aos avv5p, to complain of her isolation (i88).
 Here at the center of the play she is indeed aphilos (8I8).35 Death has
 deprived her of philoi. Orestes' body, the Paedagogus reports, was
 so mangled that no philos would be able to recognize him (755-56).

 Electra chooses her philoi in terms of her service to the dead. In her
 opening song she invokes the philotes of the chorus for permission to
 continue her lamentations (see especially I33-36). She criticizes her
 sister for neglecting her philoi, i.e. Agamemnon (346), and replies
 sharply to her attempt at moderation, "Teach me not to be base to

 those dear to me" (rots- OiAoLS' Etvat KaKI7V, 395; cf. 5I8). Indeed
 she makes no attempt to reciprocate Chrysothemis' terms of endear-
 ment and sympathy (c' Kacrtyv7JTr7, 329; c; Ta&Aacva, 388; also 325-26)
 until Chrysothemis speaks of Clytaemnestra's dream of the dead king.

 At that point and not before, Electra calls her "dear one" (cL 01Av, 43 I).
 The pattern is repeated in her second scene with her sister. Despite
 Chrysothemis' opening philtate (87I), Electra calls her "dear" only
 when she seeks to enlist her aid in the vengeance (986). But she
 withdraws her affection as soon as Chrysothemis hesitates. As she

 35 For Electra's isolation in general see Friedlander (above, note I7) 303.
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 began with insults and ended with affection in their first encounter,
 here she begins with affection and ends with insults.

 In the last third of the play Electra at last rediscovers in Orestes a
 true philos. She showers endearments on the lifeless urn (i I26, II38,
 II46, ii58, II63, etc.), for this has become ta philtata (I208) for her.
 Yet she is now able to exchange the cry of philtaton, "dearest," with a
 living human being in mutual love: co fdArarov bCis'- biATaTov,

 6v,qi,apTvpJi0 (I224). And a flutter of philtatai follow (I227, I233,
 I273, i286, I353 I357I397), The intensity of Electra here indicates
 that despite her sufferings she has retained something of her capacity
 to hold philoi, to love. Yet this more affectionate spirit is reawakened
 when all her thoughts (and Orestes') bend to the matricide, the deed
 which cancels the most fundamental bond ofphilia. At the end, then,
 philoi discover one another only to destroy another philos: philoi bring
 death to philoi. And perhaps the play's most terrible single line is
 Clytaemnestra's cry just before Orestes strikes: "0 house empty of

 dear ones, but full of destroyers" (otAcov Ep7)1ot, r65v 8' acToAAvrwv
 ITAEat, I404-S).

 The very mechanism which accomplishes the deed brings a reversal
 in the meaning of philos. The opposite of philos is xenos, "stranger,"
 and it is by becoming xenoi that Orestes and the Paedagogus succeed
 (see 44 and 660). Clytaemnestra, however, claims that Orestes has
 "made himself a stranger" (acre(Evovi3o, 777), so that the estrangement
 of mother and son is mutual. In becoming a xenos, however, Orestes
 almost destroys his one true philos, Electra, who laments that he has
 been deprived of the final care of philoi, buried a stranger by strange,
 not dear, hands (II38-4I; see 865). Here too the proper terms of
 endearment are suspended, for Electra naturally addresses her disguised
 brother as "stranger" (xene, ii8o, I206).

 The reversals enforced by the "necessity" of the situation are such
 that Orestes must violate not only the right of philia, but those of
 xenia as well. Xenos means both stranger and guest. It is the sanctity
 of xenos in the latter sense that Orestes must betray to accomplish his
 end, just as he must be prepared from the beginning to betray the
 sanctity of the oath (47). The irony of the philos-xenos reversal reaches
 its peak in Electra's scene with Aegisthus. Asked if she knows the
 whereabouts of the xenoi (I442), she replies, "How not? for otherwise
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 I would be outside the fortune (misfortune) of those dearest to me"

 (uvjuPopds3 yap av / ('fWOEV ELv7V TYv Efjov YE SbAraTcwv, I448-49).
 There is tragic point as well as clever deception here, for in terms of
 kinship both Orestes and Clytaemnestra, both agent and victim, are
 philtatoi. Similar is Electra's next reply. "They have made their

 way to the heart of a hostess dear to them" (eAjsg yadp 7poeE'vov Kar-
 '4vvuav, I451): a proxenos is one who looks after "strangers"; but
 their proxenos (i.e. Clytaemnestra) should have been especially philos,
 yet had made her philoi into xenoi (7rE Evov-o, 777).36 The line
 sums up all the play's inversions between strangers and dear ones,
 life and death, love and hate.
 The inversion of love and hate is an almost necessary corollary to

 that of philoi and xenoi. In the Electra it is hate itself which feeds love.
 Electra's love for Orestes rests heavily upon her hatred for Clytaem-
 nestra. To Chrysothemis, with whom she has equally strong bonds
 of blood, she is indifferent, except in so far as her knowledge and aid
 may serve the execution of the vengeance. Electra has immense
 emotional energies, and these may move equally into love or hate.
 From her opening lament it is clear that intense hate is an ever-present
 complement to equally intense love. In her the two are fixed in an
 inseparable polarity. Because of this polarity she rests within herself,
 has a complex unity of character absent from all the other figures.
 Orestes acts on the advice of oracles and is prodded by the Paedagogus.
 Electra hates, loves, and acts from within the depths of her own passion-

 ate soul. She needs Orestes to help complete the deed, but he can
 add little to the range of hate and love, despair and resolve which she
 contains within herself.
 This coexistence of intense love and intense hate within Electra,

 though a mark of an extraordinary character, contributes not a little
 to the sombre atmosphere of the play's ending (see below, Section III).
 Pure love hardly radiates steadily from Electra. It rises lyrically in
 her first moments of response to the revealed Orestes, only to move
 back once more to its dark union with her hatred of Clytaemnestra.
 "Do not fear that our mother will ever see my face bright with

 36 For the irony and ambiguity of I45I see Jebb ad loc. Kaibel 294 is again arbitrary
 in dismissing this possibility. For Karavv'Etv in the sense of "dispatch," "slay," see
 Eur. Or. 89, El. II64, schol. on Phoen. I062.
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 laughter," she tells Orestes shortly after the recognition; "for old
 hatred has melted deep into me" (jTxo'0s9 TE yap 7TaAatuv EVTE'T17KE LO0t,

 I309-II). The past (-rTaAat0'v) once more dims the present. The
 verb r-r7Kw recalls the language of "withering" and "wasting" that
 Electra has so often used earlier to describe her living death (I23, I87,
 283; cf. 8I9). Soon after the speech of I309 if., she hails the Paedago-
 gus as a father, but tells him that "in one day I both loved and hated
 you most of all" (I362-63). Both in the specific actions of the in-
 dividual characters and in the larger situation which surrounds them,
 life and love, death and hate swing toward their opposites.

 The negation of life by death has its counterpart in the negation of
 the present by the past. Electra is again the center of this motif. She
 lives in the past and looks to it as her source of energy. It is the
 whetstone of her hatred (see e.g. 20I-8). Much of the play is con-
 cerned with the unfolding of her past, her years of repressed, powerless

 hate. Electra's life and character are continually illuminated in terms
 of this past. This retrospective illumination of Electra is almost as
 important as the forward movement in the present toward her final
 decision. That decision, in fact, has been taken in the past (see I049:
 "I decided these things long ago and not just now").

 Electra's character, then, gains its full dimensions only with reference

 to the past. Then she had experience of more than the hatreds that
 have formed her as she appears now; and her speech in the recognition
 scene (I I26-70) bears witness to the affection of which she was once
 capable. Scholars who have not given this element of the past its due

 have found it difficult to see Electra "as a real person." 37 The Electra
 is, of course, hardly the only Sophoclean play where the past gives
 fullness and reality to characters; the Oedipus at Colonus is a striking
 example, and in the Tyrannus the past brings "confirmations of traits
 that we see elsewhere in the play." 38 Yet in the Electra the relation
 between the protagonist and her past has a special significance. Electra
 is not only deeply absorbed in the past, but much of her strength and

 37 Thus David Grene, in his introduction to the University of Chicago translation of
 the play (Chicago I957) I24, seems mistaken in his characterization of Electra: "I think
 we are meant to see Electra not as a real person in her own right, but as a mass of re-
 sponses to other persons and their deeds and words, whether true or false."

 38 Kirkwood (above, note I3) 68.

 17+T.P. 97
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 heroism are involved in preserving and defending it; indeed, she does

 so at the risk of life itself (see 354-6I).
 The effect of this past, like that of other motifs in the play related to

 it, is primarily negative. As the play proceeds, we are shown how
 the past has destroyed Electra, physically and emotionally, wasting
 and wearing down her remaining capacities for life. The prologue and
 parodos sharply juxtapose on the stage the future (Orestes' hopes and
 plans) and the past (Electra's laments). Visually, as noted above, the
 toll of the past is measured in the immense and terrible contrast between

 Orestes' blooming youth (,roaoV8' Es jg-9Sg, I4) and Electra's reduced
 condition (see I4I, I309-II). The past has had corrosive effects on
 others too, notably Clytaemnestra. Yet Electra's situation is the more
 tragic as her life contains the more unfulfilled potentials. Waiting

 (Vpoup,Evovua, I64,303) hasblastedherbeauty(see II77) andherhopes
 for marriage and children (see I64-65, I85-92). Time (chronos), in
 which Orestes and the Paedagogus trust so firmly for success and later
 happiness (see 42, I293), has destroyed Electra: "destroyed," she

 complains (a'roAAvtkat, 304; 8aLtEOpEv, 306) by Orestes' delays.
 Orestes can hold off and choose just the right moment, the kairos

 (3I, 39, 75, etc.), or the very peak, akme (22), for action. But while
 he does so, Electra dies by inches (305-6). Near the end too, when
 vengeance and freedom seem at last imminent, Electra is again asked
 to wait and defer present joy to a remote-sounding future (I364-66):
 "As to the tales of what's between, many are the circling nights and
 equal days which shall show them to you clearly, Electra."

 "Destroyed" (8tEkOopEv) is Electra's word for the effects upon her
 of Orestes' long thought out plot (305-6); and Orestes confirms these

 words in using the same verb of her when they meet (cW' aw-u' . . .b60ap-

 ,dEvov, ii8i; cf. also 765,' 0bapTat yE'vo&). Yet Electra faces another,
 and more serious, kind of destruction from her past: destruction in her
 moral being as well as in body. It is immediately after her words
 about being " destroyed" by Orestes' delays (305-6) that she makes the
 ominous utterance of 307-9:

 In such circumstances, my friends, one cannot practice moderation or
 piety; but amidst evils there is much necessity to practice evils too.

 Repression and enforced silence are also vital parts of Electra's
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 past and cause her griefs to break forth all the more freely when they
 can (see 285-86; 3IO-I3). The eagerness with which she leaps on
 Chrysothemis' news (407-I6) dramatically recreates what her past
 has been: she is always at the pitch of expectancy for what never comes,

 alert for every sign of guilt or weakness from the murderers, grasping
 and squeezing each bit of information that comes to her, reading
 meanings into every look or word. The early scenes of the play,
 then, build up a picture of how she has lived for years and prepare
 us for the unrestrainable and reckless burst of language after the
 recognition of Orestes (I233-87). After years lived amidst nothing
 but hatred, she opens fully to the return of compassion (II99-I200) and
 rejoices simply in the sound of a friendly voice (see I225, I28I ff.).

 The play may thus be viewed, at one level, as a humane, if sombre,
 presentation of a life lived amid the hates and evils of a horrible past.
 Electra, as she first appears, is essentially fully formed; and the play
 is concerned with why she is so and what, given this past, she may yet
 become. There are sinister suggestions that Electra has not escaped
 her past, that the commiseration of Orestes and the love his presence
 reawakens may have come too late. The matricide, for instance,
 cancels the past on the one hand, but, on the other, in its echo of the
 Agamemnon, re-enacts it. So too Electra's final encounter with
 Aegisthus (I442-65), though the culmination of her vengeance, is
 also a return to her past, to the insults, callousness, deliberate cruelty
 (see I445-47) which have been her daily bread for years (see bOVEVUct
 uvvrTpoboS, II90).

 The significance of the past has a broader basis than Electra's life.
 It includes also the remoter past of Mycenae and the Pelopids and the
 deep moral violations contained therein. It is thus connected with the
 other motifs of inverted or negated life discussed above. The further
 one penetrates into this past, the more destructive it becomes: Iphigeneia

 (530-48), Agamemnon's death (I93-200), "the horse race of Pelops
 in time before" (504-I5), "the much destroying house of the Pelo-
 pids" (io). Electra finds her life in this past and reasserts its force
 against the death-in-life of the present. Thus in 587-90 she vindicates,
 against Clytaemnestra's new illicit union, the rights of "the legitimate

 children of before" (lrp'craEv; cf. 504, H7EAo7Tos a, cipoUOEv/7roAvlr5ovos9
 tiTEla). Yet Electra is, as Clytaemnestra in a different way becomes,
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 a victim of the past: the joy of her countenance is destroyed by the
 old hate " (Mz oS raAat0v, I 3 I I) .

 This word, "old" (TaAatog, laAac), occurs throughout the play
 with special emphasis and recalls the dangerous background against
 which the action unfolds. Orestes and the audience are introduced
 at once to "old Argos" (4). The axe that killed Agamennon is
 "old" (484-85). Electra has taken her resolution "of old" (I049).
 The disguised Orestes had been seeking Aegisthus "of old" (iioi)
 and on seeing Electra says that he "has been pitying her of old" (i I99).
 Immediately after the matricide the "dead of old" are said to live and

 drink the blood of the living (4I7-2I). For Electra the deaths of the
 murderers are "the only deliverance from the woes of old" (I490).
 But, far from being obliterated, this past reaches dangerously into the
 future in Aegisthus' final vision of "the present and future woes of the
 Pelopids" (I498).

 Electra thus stands in a complex relation to the past: crushed by it
 on the one hand, she continually reactivates it on the other. Only
 she stands in a fully meaningful moral and emotional relation to the past.

 Clytaemnestra and Chrysothemis would suppress it; Orestes does not
 know it deeply enough. Orestes did not know Agamennon as Electra
 did, was not old enough to feel the shock of the murder, and has not
 lived with its consequences every day as Electra has (see I I90).39 The
 Paedagogus, though an older man even at the time of the murder,
 lacks both the temperament and the bonds of blood which create the
 intensity of Electra's involvement. Because of this intensity, it is
 inevitable that the act which most painfully and most fully satisfies
 the demands ofjustice, that is, the killing of Clytaemnestra, comes as the
 fulfilment of Electra's will and is accompanied by her greatest outburst
 of emotion (I4I 5), a full release at last of those demonic energies which
 she had harbored so long.

 This past and the reversals of life related to it all constitute a massive

 "'necessity" or ananke to which all the characters, and of course
 Electra especially, stand subject. The large negations of life by death
 discussed above give to this "necessity" a broad inclusiveness: it is the
 basic condition of the whole of Electra's world, the natural as well as

 39On these differences between Orestes and Electra in their relation to the past, see
 P. Suys, LEC IO (1941) 277.
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 the moral world. She accepts this "necessity," then, as a given fact
 of her life (see 22I, 256, 309, 620, II93), much as she accepts at face
 value the "compulsion" (bia) that lay upon Agamemnon to sacrifice
 his daughter (575).

 One cannot tone down the stridency of this tragic ananke by empha-
 sizing, as did Sheppard, Electra's qualms. She is not simply a decent-
 minded Victorian heroine involved in a conflict between "the stern
 conviction" of her duty and "her natural, womanly s6phrosyne."4?
 There is no question of a struggle on her part to resist what she must
 do. The course of her action has been clear to her from the beginning:
 "I have reached this decision long ago and not just recently" (I049).
 Her tragedy is precisely this clarity and immovable fixity of mind, her
 knowledge that she must act in an impossible situation. It is the tragedy
 of being immersed in a world where death, evil, hate are "blooming
 rather than wasting away" (260), of being aware of this fact, and of
 still having to act. "Amid fearful circumstances I have been com-

 pelled to fearful things (MV' Ev vELVOts qvayKaa67)v, 22I); I know it
 fully (~oeot8a); my temper is not hidden from me;" and her phraseology

 in 22I anticipates the even bleaker statement of ananke in 308-9
 (8E1v' EV SEaVOlS, 22I; EV TOlS! KaKOLt . . . KaKa, 308-9).

 It is part of the general negation of positive values in the play that
 the heroic spirit too is dead. The dead Agamemnon, grandly invoked
 in the first line and elsewhere (see above), expresses this eclipse of
 heroic values. Licentiousness and meanness, in the persons of Clytaem-
 nestra and Aegisthus, have succeeded him. The adjective KIEtvO'S,
 " glorious," in the first half of the play underlines this fall from a past
 greatness. The Paedagogus points out to the returning heir the
 "glorious temple" (o' KA1EtVos vao's) of Hera (8). Later the chorus,
 thinking longingly of the absent Orestes, speaks of the "glorious land

 of the Mycenaeans" (a KAELVa ya 7TorE MvKIJvatcov 8e4Erat, I6I-62)
 as something lying in the remote future. There is a bitter irony
 in the discrepancy between past and present when Electra applies the
 adjective to Aegisthus, "the glorious spouse" (o' KA1EtVos6 . .. vvutosg,
 300) of the reigning queen, or when the Paedagogus twice uses the
 phrase ro KAELvoQv 'EAM3oso (68i, 694) when the point of his speech is

 40 Sheppard (II) 6. On Electra's ananle see also Sheppard (I) 83 ff. and Letters (above,
 note 8) 258-59.
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 to prove the death of the only son of great Agamemnon (694-95).
 The adjective reflects too the shameful difference between the dignity
 and beauty that belong to Electra's rank and lineage and her present
 state: "Is this Electra's glorious form?" (-ro KAEtVV (ETOS, II77),
 asks Orestes when he sees her.

 Both Electra and Orestes are of course concerned with restoring
 "the glorious land of Mycenae" to its former dignity, and this means

 vindicating the "honor" (rtt, K0OS3) of Agamemnon. Orestes,
 heir to the House and the throne, naturally has a particular interest in
 this effort. But for this very reason he is also concerned with the
 material aspects of heroic "honor." In the prologue he prays to the
 House that he may not be without honor (atimos, 7I); but in the next
 line he partially defines this "honor" in terms of possessions and

 property (apXEXrAovrov Katc KaraoraruTv 8o'kcwv). Orestes is sincere
 in wishing to be "a cleanser by justice" (70). Yet he wishes to take what
 Clytaennestra wants to keep: wealth, the scepter, the House (7rAOViToSg,

 clK7pTpa, 80&ot, 648, 65I)-the external attributes of authority and
 power. Contrast the uses Electra has for wealth (452, 457, 960) and
 her renunciation of pleasure in her existence (see 359-64, 817-22).

 Her concern is not only with her own " honor " (time), but also with

 Agamemnon's (see 3 56, 444). As part of her special relation to
 Agamemnon, she feels an intensity of grief for his " dishonor" equalled
 by no other figure in the play. It is against heavy pressures that she
 defends the dignity of being Agamemnon's child (e.g. 365-68; cf. IO8I).
 While Orestes is the heir to Agamemnon's royal position and goods
 and comes as the "restorer and cleanser" of the House (69-72), it is
 Electra who, by her years of difficult devotion, has most fully vindicated

 Agamennon's "honor." It is she who speaks most often of "honor"
 in the heroic sense, she who is willing to face death for the sake of time'

 or kleos (e.g. 982-85), she whom the chorus praises as having succeeded
 in her aspirations toward "honor" (cf. eupatris, io8i; eukleia, IO83).

 There is in Orestes, moreover, a curious contradiction between his
 heroic aims and the means he is to employ. He will obtain kleos and
 time by logos and dolos (56-64). After speaking of kleos in line 6o, he
 justifies his conduct by means of a most unheroic sophism (59-6I):

 What pain is it to me when I have died in word (logos) but in deed am
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 saved and win fame (kleos)? No word, I think, is base if profit accom-
 panies (ov8Ev pr-,ua avv KEp8Et KaKO'V).

 According to Athenaeus, Cephisodorus, pupil of Isocrates, included

 line 6i in a list of"base sayings" (vovtqpCJs Etp77/LEVa) which contained
 Euripides' notorious, "My tongue has sworn..." (Hippol. 612).4I
 A similar argument, in an analogous situation, appears in the mouth
 of one of the basest characters in Sophocles, Odysseus in the Philoctetes
 (r08-I I) :42

 Neopt. Do you not then think it shameful to speak lies?
 Odyss. No, if lying brings with it safety (auw6ivat).
 Neopt. How then will anyone who sees this dare to utter it?
 Odyss. Whenever you act with a view to profit (es kerdos), it is fitting

 not to hesitate.

 The terms, moreover, which Orestes uses to describe his stratagem-

 dolos, kleptein, kryptein (37, 55, 56, etc.)-are precisely those which,
 elsewhere in the play, describe the murderous act of Clytaemnestra
 and Aegisthus.43 Unlike Neoptolemus, Orestes has no Philoctetes
 through whom he may be recalled to a higher vision of himself. He
 has only the Paedagogus, a former domestic servant. Paradoxically
 it is this "commoner" who speaks of the glories of Mycenae's past
 (i-io), while the plans of deceit (first mentioned in line 37) are initiated
 by the son of the glorious Agamennon (see lines I-2).

 What is truly heroic in the play, then, rests with Electra. She,
 rather than Orestes, has been able to win her way, in a debased world,
 to a living sense of the past greatness. She is the one who defends the
 bonds of physis most vigorously. She sees herself against the large
 backdrop of myth: Procne (107, 147-48), Niobe, Eriphyle, and Alc-
 meon (837-48).44 Her very language has an epic cast, as when she

 4I Athenaeus 3.I22B-C. Kaibel 78 is not convincing in denying these overtones of
 Orestes' statement.

 42 I cannot agree with Woodard (i) i66 if., I70 with note 28, 202, that Odysseus is a
 paradigm for the action of Orestes. If he were, he would hardly be a positive paradigm.
 On Sophocles' unfavorable attitude toward stealth and trickery see L. A. Post, " Sopho-
 cles, Strategy, and the Electra," CW46 (I953) I55-. See also johansen (above, note I)
 I2.

 43 E.g. II4, I25, I97, 229, 279, 490, 638, etc.

 44 On Electra and the mythical world see Cedric H. Whitman, Sophocles: A Study in
 Heroic Humanism (Cambridge, Mass., i95i) I65; also Woodard (ii) I98.
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 speaks, in Homeric terms, of Agamemnon's murder (98-99):

 07TCws 8piV VAoro4tOot

 'Xl4OV(Jt K pa bovlt 7TEA'E,

 or of her own bereft state (II50-5) :45

 7ravTra yap ovvap7rdoas,

 Ov'EAA' 0'rWs, /3lg/qKag.

 She is the one to use passionately the absolute, life-and-death categories
 that underlie the action. If Agamemnon is unavenged, all morality
 is gone (E'ppot Ti a&v aIS&4 / ae7ra4vrv T' EVUEfEta OvaTW-v, 249-50).
 When she finds the laws (nomoi) urged by Chrysothemis inadequate
 and crippling, she rejects them outright (I043), just as she can reject
 life itself (820 ff.). She can envisage her condition, at Orestes' " death,"
 as absolute " nothingness "-r?)v yurj&v es TO p&8'v (i I66). One might
 compare the similar passion of total loss in Achilles: ovi Ev yap T-t
 KaK,rEpov LAAO 7Ta00ttLt (Ii. I9.32I).46

 This very tendency in Electra to experience life with utter commit-
 ment to a single idea or a single mood, this readiness to accept the
 worst and project it against a cosmic scale-myth, nature, all morality-
 this lies also at the roots of her credulity. She has little skill at deceptive

 logoi herself, and so is an innocent victim of such logoi when employed
 by others. Like other Sophoclean heroes, she is also a victim of what
 is best in her own nature: "Such natures are justly most painful for
 themselves to bear," says Creon of Oedipus (0. T. 674-75), and the
 dictum applies also to Electra. Because of her very intensity, she
 suffers to the full the terrible reversals inflicted on her by Orestes'
 schemes. Yet because of this same intensity her suffering and her
 involvement in the general negation of life in her world have an
 heroic dimension.

 Orestes, on the other hand, is far from being "almost a blank," as
 Linforth has suggested.47 Yet neither is he as important as others
 have maintained.48 Aside from his obvious function in the plot, there

 45Jebb on II5I cites Iliad 13.39. Compare also Penelope's speech in Od. 20.63 and
 Helen's in II. 6.345-48.

 46 On the "Achillean" affinities of the Sophoclean hero in general, see Knox (above,

 note 6) 5-53; also Whitman (above, note 44) 59 ff. and 64.
 47 Linforth (above, note 5) 89.
 48 E.g. Woodard in both his essays (above, note i); see especially (i) i63.
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 is an important development in his character which must be counted
 on the positive side of what the play presents. Even here, nevertheless,
 this development is important not so much for itself as for its relation
 to the tragedy of Electra. Orestes' cool practicality becomes touched
 by a true and deep compassion for Electra; and yet their rediscovery
 of one another occurs in straitened circumstances, amid dangers, and
 under the shadow of the deed they must perform. Thus again life
 emerges clear and bright for a moment, as in the prologue, only to be
 submerged in death.

 The contrast in temperament between Orestes and Electra has often
 been noted.49 Orestes sees in the slain father simply the titled king
 into whose position and property he, as rightful heir, is to enter. He
 feels little of Electra's almost morbidly close bond to Agameinnon,
 and can announce without emotion his intention to visit the grave
 because the god commanded it (Wsg EL'ETO, si). Death has not the
 emotional reality for him that it has for Electra. He is ready to adopt
 the ruse of his own death as a useful expedient, with no thought of the
 effect on his sister. There is no question here of his being forced to
 inflict pain that he would rather avoid: he simply has not thought of
 Electra's response at all. He has not lived amid the reality of death-
 all kinds of death-as Electra has. With his readiness to plan and to
 act, he is a successful product of the Paedagogus' education. The
 Paedagogus' closing words in the prologue are the appropriate cue
 for Orestes: "We are at that point where it is no longer the right
 time to hesitate, but is the sharp point of deeds," (2I-22). As Rein-
 hardt has pointed out,50 the Paedagogus' long rhesis on Orestes' death
 reflects the basic qualities of the young man's nature: involvement in

 the competitive male world, with its brightness (cf. lampros, 685),
 throngs, sudden vicissitudes, as opposed to the actionless, dark, in-
 voluted world of Electra.

 The confrontation with Electra, however, awakens a gentler side

 49 On the contrasts between Orestes and Electra see Kirkwood (above, note I3)
 I42-43; Woodardpassim, especially (i) 173 ff. and (H) 219-23; Reinhardt (above, note I3)
 I51 ff.

 50 Reinhardt (above, note I3) I64-65: "Und doch muss auch dieser falsche, totge-
 meldete, von Glanz, Sieg, Spiel umgebene Orest etwas vom wahren haben: denn der
 wahre wie der totgemeldete sind von Elektras Leiden gleich entfernt und denken, von
 der Not der Schwester unberiihrt. an Sie- und Ruhm."

 17*
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 of Orestes. His first response to his sister (whom he does not yet
 recognize) is as abrupt and matter-of-fact as one would expect from a
 protege of the Paedagogus (iio8-ii):

 El. Alas, unhappy that I am; you do not then bring clear proofs of
 the rumor which we heard?

 Or. I know not your rumor; but old Strophius commanded me to
 announce the news about Orestes.

 Yet after Electra's poignant request for the urn in III9-22, he gives it
 up with no further protest, not even asking who she is (I I23-25):

 Bring it here and give it to her, whoever she is; for it is not in enmity
 (dysmeneia) (to the dead man) that she asks for it, but as one of those dear
 to him (philon tis) or related to him by blood.

 Orestes is thus deflected away from his initial purpose to an action
 which certainly delays the deed and, as the Paedagogus points out
 later, even jeopardizes it. The cool deviser of clever logoi soon finds
 himself at a loss for words and no longer master of his tongue (I I74-75):

 0bEV bEV, T- A16; TOZ Ao'yv aXavwv
 A'A6w; KpaTE-ZV yap OVKETt yAWuur0j OrE'Vw.

 To this spontaneous reaction of fraternal love is added a tenderness,
 new in Orestes, in the manner in which he reveals his identity. After
 ascertaining the good will of the chorus in I203, he might simply have
 blurted out his name. Instead he gently leads Electra to the truth.
 He first persuades her to give up the urn (I205), a necessary symbolical
 relinquishing of her hopeless involvement in sterility, isolation, and
 death.5' In what follows too (I23I-87), though Orestes tries repeatedly
 to check Electra's exultation, he does so gently and even joins sympa-
 thetically in her cries despite himself (see I276, 1279-80). Even after
 the scene returns to iambic trimeters with Orestes' firmer stand at I288,

 he still allows Electra to go on for over twenty lines (I30I-2I), until
 the suspenseful moment when the palace door opens and the Paeda-

 5I On Orestes' delay in revealing his identity after 1203 see T. von Wilamowitz
 (above, note 6) 209-I0. Even he, though rejecting all psychological interpretations,
 still admits that Orestes' request that Electra give up the urn is an "anschauliche sym-
 bolische Forderung." See also Kaibel 257-58. On this compassionate side in Orestes
 in general see Letters (above, note 8) 250-5I; Reinhardt (above, note I3) 172. For a
 more qualified interpretation see Kirkwood (above, note I3) I42-43, with note 33.
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 gogus emerges with his sharp rebuke: "You greatest fools, utterly
 deprived of wits" (I326).

 The recognition scene is all the more moving because ofthe surround-

 ing gloom. Yet this compassionate potential in Orestes has been subtly
 prepared for already in the prologue. His opening words in the play
 are a statement of gratitude and affection for the Paedagogus, 45 qArar'
 avSp65v vpouroAcOv (23), although he follows this up with a simile of a
 noble horse (25-27) which is characteristic of his bent toward action and
 glory. More important is his response to Electra's off-stage cry of

 line 77' hFco ,uot pot &V"arvoS. The Paedagogus conjectures the cry
 to be that of some slave; but Orestes at once, instinctively, leaps to the
 thought of his sister and repeats her word (79-80): " Is it the unfortunate

 (dyste4os) Electra? Are you willing to wait here and listen to her
 laments?" The Paedagogus, intent on the action, refuses with a curt
 r7KLOTa, "by no means" (82). He insists on following the god's
 command (82-83). But the way has been prepared for Orestes'
 emotional commitment to Electra. Dystenos, as Kaibel remarks, will
 "remain alive in Orestes and influence his mood."52 Later it will
 specifically reflect Electra's side of her bond with Orestes and her
 desolation at the news of his death: she uses it of herself at the first
 news of his death (677) and of Orestes himself in the ode that follows
 the Paedagogus' detailed account (862).

 The Paedagogus' -jKtrTa in 82 makes strongly and deliberately
 clear from the beginning Sophocles' departure from Aeschylus.
 Aeschylus places the recognition early in his play (Cho. 2I2 if.), and his

 Orestes reveals himself with a direct and unsuspenseful o&' Ecll',
 "I am he" (Cho. 2I9).53 Sophocles, on the other hand, builds up
 suspense for the recognition and gives it a high dramatic importance.54

 One might have expected that Orestes, alert to Electra's presence
 since line 8o, would recognize her as soon as she made her intense
 appeal for the urn at III9 if. (e.g. II25, "some one dear to him or
 related by blood"). But all sign of recognition is postponed until

 52 Kaibel 66-67. On the interpretation of this scene in general see also Kaibel 8i if.,
 and Suys, LEC IO (I94I) I28-29.

 53 See T. von Wilamowitz (above, note 6) I72-73.
 54 On the recognition scene as the "high point of the play" see T. von Wilamowitz

 (above, note 6) 2I2; more moderately and sensitively, Reinhardt (above, note I3)
 I70 if.
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 after her long lament of II26-70. Orestes is thus made to recognize
 Electra in terms of her grief and her past love for him. The Paedago-
 gus' brief allusion in the prologue (I2) to Electra's part in saving his
 life is now given substance. Orestes sees the extent both of Electra's
 earlier involvement and of her bereavement. Previously his plans
 contained no reference to saving his sister. Now he discovers her in
 a characteristic attitude, the pose in which she has seen herself fixed,

 Niobe-like (i5o), forever, hopelessly devoted to the dead, isolated,
 bereaved of love, hope, and life.

 In taking in her utter prostration, Orestes discovers Electra's sufferings

 as his own: " I was not, then, aware of any of my own ills " (as? oV3K ap'

 n8q Ir-V ' V OV'EV KaKC )V, I185). Thus he not only confronts and
 shares the burden of her grief, but also stamps their love with its
 authentic quality of suffering. They come together amid the kaka in
 which both their lives are immersed. This scene, then, is not merely a
 recognition of names and faces; it is also a revelation of essential
 natures.55 Orestes entered bearing the urn as a mechanism of his
 success, a means of entering the palace. But for Electra the urn is the
 remaining substance of whatever love she has felt and can feel still;
 and for them both it becomes the token of love found and shared in the

 midst of evil and death.
 For Electra too there is a profound rightness in her meeting Orestes

 under these circumstances. On the one hand, the meeting comes after
 she has reached her own resolve to act unaided; and, as Whitman has
 pointed out, she thus shows "to what lengths she could endure and
 with what courage she could act in the face of the uttermost despair." 56

 But, on the other hand, Electra also fulfils one of the deepest needs of
 her nature. In her world love and death are inseparable. Now the
 two meet, each at its zenith. She finds herself as "nothing" (iI66)
 and wants to withdraw into the urn (ii65), to become insensate, the
 one joy of death: rovs- yap OavocvTas vx opJ AvVnov1Edvovs (II70).
 Here again she feels suffering with the intensity of the great figures of
 Homer: she is like Priam who finds it unendurable that he is still
 sentient amid the sufferings of his tortured old age (II. 22.59-65).

 Though the urn-scene contains much that is positive, it must also be

 55 See Reinhardt (above, note I3) I7I with note I, 276-77.
 56 Whitman (above, note 44) i68.
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 regarded in terms of the death-life inversions of the rest of the play.
 On the one hand the scene obviously enacts a significant "rebirth."
 Orestes is found alive, and Electra gives up her longing for death
 (i I65-67) with the exultant cry, "O births, births of bodies dearest
 to me" ('co yovat, / yovat'ocparcovE iot qtArarcrv, I232-33). Onthe
 other hand the urn itself is a symbol of Electra's blasted love, the death-

 in-life condition of her world, and the living death of Electra herself?57

 It is under the sign of death that brother and sister meet. At the
 same time Electra's lament over the urn is the natural development
 of the theme of her childlessness and her separation from the life-
 creating capacities of womanhood. She performs the rite of lamen-
 tation that Clytaemnestra, the "no-mother" (II54, II94), should be
 performing. She treats the urn as if it were the body of her child:
 she holds it close, refuses to give it up, complains of the loss of her
 "nurture" (II43-44, II47), calls it "that which is dearest to her"
 (ta philtata, I208). In thus clinging to the urn as a mother to her child,
 she re-enacts the sterility of her love; and it is only after this travail of

 suffering and barrenness that the "birth" (gonai, I232-33) wil come.
 Now, after years of silence and loneliness, Electra cannot hold back.

 All the force of her passionate nature breaks forth in the lyrics of I232-

 87. For once Electra is not bent on the murder. Her thoughts in this
 moment of sudden, unspeakable happiness are all of love, joy, pleasure
 (cf. hedone, I272, I278), the joy of life she has earlier utterly abjured (see

 359-64, 82I-22). Liberated by the tremendous cry of I232-33, Wt
 'yova, yovat', her woman's feelings rule her. But the brother who
 has just given her new life reminds her with increasing firmness of the
 destructive capacity of woman: "See how Ares lies in women too"
 (I243), and thus recalls her to the kaka in which they bothlive (ov'E'7rorE

 AraoLEvov alrEpov / OJov eXV KaKOVV , y24 s ova av Ev
 KaKOLS AaOoav, I287). Not even here is Electra allowed to "forget"
 (I249, I287). "Not even amid woes (kakois) would I forget" are the
 last words of the lyric passage (I287), and we are reminded once more
 of Electra's lonely "not forgetting" in her opening song (I46, i68, I78).

 Orestes brings the scene back to the ordered movement of iambics
 at I288 and calls for an end of" excessive words " ('rad 7reptcraEvov-a rcov

 57 See H. Musurillo, Symbol and Myth in Ancient Poetry (New York I96I) 75-77. On
 the importance of the urn in general see Woodard (i) I90-9I.
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 Aoycov), using the adjective applied to Electra herself by the chorus
 at the beginning of the play (-rEporcaar, "excessive," iss). The word
 prepares us for Electra's reply: when she answers him, though she

 now uses iambic trimeters, she speaks with a renewed intensity of
 hatred, as bitter as any utterance in the earlier part of the play: " Do not

 fear that our mother will ever see my face in the house bright with
 laughter. For hatred has of old worn deep into me." Here, as in the
 following lines (I3I2-I7), joy and pain are confounded, as are life
 and death, light and dark (note phaidron, I3IO, I297); and Electra's
 deepest hate rises up in the midst of her ecstatic cries of love. When

 she tells Orestes shortly after, Et'pyaoai b' 2 auaKo7Ta ("You have
 done me things unimaginable," I315), she may be referring to the
 ineffable greatness of her joy. Yet the word is ambiguous and could
 refer as well to the greatness of her suffering and Orestes' "lack of
 consideration" (another meaning of askopos). It echoes the chorus'
 dismal pronouncement of 864: to Electra's crushing grief over Orestes'
 fate they reply, a'KO7rOs a' Aa'o3a, "unimaginable the doom." The
 repetition of this adjective in I3I5, then, sets the joy of success against
 the suffering inflicted by the means that win it.

 Electra's statement of I3I5 is part of a larger reference to death

 (I3 I3-I7):
 How would I stop weeping, I who have seen you dead and living on this
 one journey? You have done me things unimaginable, so that if my
 father should come to me alive, I would not longer think it a wondrous
 prodigy, but would believe that I saw him.

 In Orestes the " dead" have in fact come to life; but Orestes' stratagem
 also continues the confusion of life and death that persists to the very
 end of the play (see I384-97, 14I7-2I, I477-78).

 Orestes, perhaps because of his own involvement in the emotions
 of the recognition, is rather ineffectual in checking Electra's outbursts.
 It takes the firmer and rather colder presence of the Paedagogus to
 achieve that. Even he cannot repress a ten-line exultation on Electra's

 part (I354-63), but his curt apKELV SOKEL /O1t Mn I364, like his p'Kctcra
 at the end of the prologue, recalls the young people to the grim business

 before them. His further words here in I364, however, not only
 check Electra's joy, but bring back something of the mood of her first
 appearance in the play (I364-66):
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 TOUS yap EV judap 0oyoVS

 7WoAata KVKAOvvTat VVKTES 'dpat roat,
 at -rav-ra cOl 8LOVtlV, 'HAEK:rpa, ua .

 "As for the tale of what's between, Electra, many nights and equal
 days in circling motion will show them to you clearly." The endless
 succession of nights and "equal days" points back to the static condition
 of Electra in her first scene. There, as she feels her existence as a
 living death, day and night are indeed "equal" for her, and time is
 but a closed circle of repeated lamentations.58

 III

 The ending of the Electra has been a subject of great controversy. In
 the remaining pages I shall concern myself with the extent to which this

 ending is positive or negative, how the tone of the ending reflects upon
 the tragedy of Electra herself, and what this tone may imply about the
 meaning of the play as a whole.

 It is important and illuminating to consider the last i 5o lines in terms
 of Electra. By this point, to summarize the movement of her tragedy,
 she has passed through despair and a kind of death (AoAa r-8' 'v

 , EP a, 674) to a renewed strength and moral energy in her decision
 to act. This is followed by a renewal of actual life in the recognition
 scene, where she relinquishes the urn to embrace the flesh-and-blood
 Orestes standing alive before her. Yet the closing scenes of the play
 give us no full or easy resolution of Electra's condition. Despite her
 triumph, her tragedy is unrelieved. The scene between the recognition
 and the matricide (I288-I383) modulates carefully from joy back to
 gloom. Despite the prominence of Orestes and the Paedagogus here,
 the main focus of attention is still Electra. It is her one moment of
 joy that is tempered by the Paedagogus' harsh rebuke of I326-38 and
 by his cool promise of a distant fulfilment which the succession of
 "circling nights and equal days" will bring (I364-66).

 58 For Electra's "circular" conception of time see Woodard (n) I96 ff. On time in
 the Electra in general see Whitman's chapter (above, note 44), " Trial by Time: Electra,"
 passim; and, recently, R. M. Torrance, "Sophocles: Some Bearings," HSCP 69 (I965)
 307 ff. On time and the Sophoclean hero generally see Knox (above, note 6) 25-27.
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 Before turning to the scene of the matricide, however, I wish to

 consider Electra's response to her great success in the final scene.

 The accomplishment of the vengeance itself intensifies rather than

 dispels the play's grimness of mood. It is in accordance with the
 dampening of Electra's joy after the recognition scene that she, rather
 than Orestes, is the one to feel this grimness most acutely.59 Thus it
 is she, not her efficient and practical brother, who presses for a quick

 end (I483-84):

 /kV 7rEpa AEyEW c'a,

 Tp5S0 OEc1JV, a8EAqE, tLo 'vvEw Aoyovs-.

 "Let him not speak further, my brother, by the gods; let him not
 lengthen out his words." Orestes seems willing to protract the

 experience (see I504: bvAaeat 8EF /tE rTO' Orl MKpOV). But Electra
 has lived among "evils" long enough. Her one thought is to get the
 whole thing over with as quickly as possible. She wants Aegisthus
 kilied and out of sight (a'7Tomrov 714cv, I489). After her plea for an
 end of logoi (I483-84), she continues (I485-90):

 rt yap pOTrcJv av (VV KaKO`S LE/l7Ety/EVYWV

 OV?7UKElV O /LEAAWv -roV XPOVOV KEp8OS 7,bEpoc;

 aA WS. rcaxtara KTElVE Kal KTaVV 7TpOES

 rasEv a v (v -r o'v ELKOS EUTL TvyxCavEWv,
 a7rrorrrov nrv. wS E/Loc To8o a'v KaKK(JJV

 (lovov yEvovro l-Ov 7rTaAac AVi-qptov.

 (For, since mortals are mingled with woes, what profit of time would he
 gain who is about to die? But kill him as quickly as possible, and when
 you have killed him put him out for the buriers which it is fitting for him
 to get, far from our sight. This would be my only release from the evils
 of the past.)

 Her emphasis in these lines is not upon savoring the vengeance, but
 finishing it and banishing all sight and memory of it. Thus in I487-89
 she does not openly taunt Aegisthus with threats of dogs or birds,
 but leaves the reference to his burial (or non-burial) so vague that it is

 59 Electra's ambiguous line to Aegisthus, xatpot& a"v, cE' Joo Xapra 'vyXavEt TaSe
 (1457), perhaps reflects another recognition that this success is not a "matter for re-
 joicing."
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 quite possible that she actually means to give his body proper care.60

 Her verb, rpcOEs', is the regular expression for the laying out of a
 corpse. If Electra does intend the exposure of the corpse, it is strange
 that the woman who shouted out for a second thrust at her mother
 (I4I5) should feel squeamish about mentioning the fate of the adulterer's
 body. But even if Electra does mean dogs and birds by her "buriers"
 of I488, she gives this point remarkably little emphasis. She passes

 over it with the vague and colorless terms, J3v To'v8' ElKOS'ETt TvyXavELv
 (I488), while her stress falls on performing the act of vengeance itself
 (note the repetition, KTELVE Kat KTavwv, I487) and then forgetting it
 (aoT'Trov, I489; AVr4ptov, 1490). It is barely possible, of course, that
 Electra's periphrasis in 1487-89 may reflect indecision, though such a
 possibility seems unlikely for so strong-willed and definite a personality.

 More probably, her language here indicates that she is not thinking
 beyond the moment. She does not care deeply whether Aegisthus is
 buried or not. All she wants is Aegisthus dead and out of sight
 (I489).61

 6oJebb on I488 assumes the reference to be to dogs and birds. In the version of the
 legend given in the Odyssey (3.258-6I) Aegisthus is actually left for dogs and birds, and
 Jebb is perhaps influenced by his notion that Sophocles gives us the action with an
 " Homeric colouring." That Electra intends actual burial and not exposure of the corpse
 is well argued by Bowra (above, note I5) 254-55. Kitto (above, note 3) I36 is so certain
 that Electra means dogs and birds that he paraphrases her speech, with quite misleading
 simplicity, "In god's name, let him say no more. Kill him at once! Throw his body
 to the dogs!" Similarly H. Weinstock, Sophokles (Leipzig and Berlin I93I)32, over-
 translates the lines: "Wirf die Leiche / zum Frass den Wartern hin, die er verdient . . .
 (my italics), thus completely destroying the subtlety of raceEv^oL, clKoS, and TvyXavEtv.

 61 It is possible that if Euripides wrote his Electra shortly after Sophocles', as I believe
 he did, he may have intended the corresponding scene in his play to form an explicit
 criticism of this lack of directness about Aegisthus' body on the part of Sophocles'
 heroine. In Euripides' play Orestes, entering with Aegisthus' head, announces to his
 sister, "I've come, having killed Aegisthus not in word, but deed. But that I may add
 to this (statement) clear knowledge, I bring you the dead man himself Cast him forth,
 if you wish, a prey to dogs or fasten him up on a pike, a spoil to the sky's children, the
 birds. For now he's yours" (893-98). With S. El. I487-89 compare Eur. El.896-98:

 OV ElTE XpV'ELS 0)pOUtV acp7raTy)v 7TpoOEs,
 O UKiAAOV olwvo?Wlv, a'E'pos- TE'KVOLS,

 7teaor' EpElaOV UKOAOIl- u?S yap Eo-r vvv.

 Kaibel (299) says with regard to the scene in Euripides, "Das besonders verletzende
 liegt in der ausfiihrlichen Detaillirung der phantastischen Malerei, mit der Euripides den
 von Sophokles gegebenen Gedanken iibertrumpft." Kaibel holds, however, that
 Sophocles' Electra also means " dogs and birds" (298).
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 Two lines of this speech require special attention, namely I485-86:

 i- yap apor v av av KKotSk EJLEvyjEVWV
 0GVrKEtV O kdAAcvv -ro' XPO'VOV KEp8OS tEpOt;

 They are difficult because, as often in Sophocles, beneath their surface
 clarity lies an ambiguity fundamental to the conception of Electra.
 Most simply, the lines refer specifically to the present situation and
 mean, "How would this man, Aegisthus, one of those mortals whom
 evil has overtaken, gain any profit by delaying since he is about to
 die?" But the lines seem to suggest also a larger, more general
 meaning: "Since all mortals have a share in suffering, what profit
 would a man going to die gain by delaying?" Taken in this sense
 the lines would be a variation on the theme of the horror of life, the
 blessing of death: "Of all things, not to be born is best for mortals;
 . . . but, if born, to pass as quickly as possible the gates of Hades"
 (Theognis, 425-28), a famous saying echoed by Sophocles in his last
 play (O.C. I224-28). It is, of course, impossible to say how strongly
 Sophocles intended this second interpretation; but the lines imply the
 possibility at least of such a meaning (note the present optative, kE'pot,
 and the generic word, pocov).62 This implication is important for
 Electra's mood here. She returns to her earlier feeling of the power of
 death and darkness that hold life frozen in an inescapable sameness of
 repeated, ineffectual gestures. In these lines she answers Orestes'
 confidence in change and improvement, his optimistic anticipation of
 the "profit" (kerdos)63 of his title and patrimony, with a profound sense

 of life's futility (i-i... ro' %povov KEp So). The play's initial contrast,
 then, between Orestes and Electra, between masculine readiness for

 62 On the ambiguity of lines I485-86, but with a rather different interpretation, see
 Woodard (II) 202-3 and his notes there. The thought expressed in these two lines
 occurs as a gnomic generalization elsewhere in Sophocles (a fact which, of course, need
 not signify anything for the Electra passage): see Ajax 473-78 and Antig. 463-64. Our
 passage seems to be a close verbal echo of the Antig. passage:

 OoTrlS yap Ev IToAAoZUl'v us0 E)y/) KaKOLS
 7TS O' oV)X' Ka-rOalv'v KE'p0S qE'pEt;

 63 Kerdos is an important word in the play for indicating differences in the basic atti-
 tudes of the main characters, Electra, Orestes, Chrysothemis, Clytaemnestra. In addi-
 tion to 1486 and 6i, see 353, 36I, 370, 452, 457, 767, ioi6, 1305. See also Woodard (II)
 202-3.
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 action and female static emotionality, is not resolved, but only reiterated
 at a deeper level.

 Avr jptov, "means of release," is Electra's last word in the play.
 One can hardly say that she softens in her attitude toward the vengeance.

 But her closing speech hints that the revenge is perhaps not so fulfiling

 as she has expected. Earlier, she had spoken of her suffering (KaKov)
 as being, by its very nature (e'v) "never capable of release" (o 7OTE
 KaraAv'UtLp.oV, I247). Necessary and inevitable the deed may be, but
 it is not a source of positive "life." While Orestes is totally involved
 in the act itself, Electra looks away to the mortal condition as a whole
 (I485-86). Her final speech, then, seems to constitute a last and solitary
 tragic recognition which tempers her triumph, if not Orestes'. Though
 united with him in the deed she has so desperately longed for, Electra
 remains in a sense still alone.

 This muting of Electra's mood at the end reflects, of course, on the
 mood of the entire work. It is true, as has often been pointed out,
 that in closing with Aegisthus and not Clytaemnestra's death, Soph-
 ocles de-emphasizes the subsequent curse on Orestes and thus
 smoothes the way to the optimistic choral pronouncement which
 ends the play.64 It is also possible that in turning at the end from
 Electra to Orestes he lightens the tone somewhat. Action has a
 simplicity and clarity for Orestes that it cannot have for Electra with
 her more complex inner life, her greater intensity of hatred, and the
 burden of her previous sufferings.

 At the same time the final act is left hanging heavily over us, spelled
 out clearly in Orestes' "kill," in the last iambic line of the play.
 Though Aegisthus is not yet actually killed, his death is, of course, as
 good as accomplished. And yet through this postponement (see
 especially i5o4) the final achievement of order, justice, and peace is
 still seen across the darkness of the brutal but necessary act which will
 make them present. Sophocles leaves us with no illusions about the
 cost of restoring dike. Clytaemnestra is cut down amid the fiercely
 exultant hatred of Electra; Aegisthus' death is drawn out with a certain

 64 So Linforth (above, note 5) I25; more recently M. J. O'Brien, "Orestes and the
 Gorgon: Euripides' Electra," AJP 85 (I964) 27. See also G. M. Kirkwood, "Two
 Structural Features of Sophocles' Electra," TAPA 73 (I942) 93-94, though he admits
 "dark and ominous hints of trouble to come" (94).
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 relish.65 The clarity and beauty of the order to be restored still
 tremble with the dark passions from which it has at last emerged.
 What may have been pure and lucid in the mind of Apollo Lykeios
 cannot remain so in the clouded, emotion-filled atmosphere of My-

 cenae, or perhaps in any other abode of men, ppo-rJv cVOV KaKO St

 [LE[kLE&yjtLEVwV (I485).
 There are indications too that the central inversion of life and death

 is not completely righted at the end of the play. Orestes has come
 " alive," it is true. Yet when he asks the Paedagogus if the news of his
 death has been announced, he receives the reply, "Learn that here you
 are one of those in Hades" (I342). The sentence evokes the heavy
 atmosphere of death that lingers over the earth of Mycenae (see 4I7-
 23), an atmosphere which Orestes has now entered. Soon after,
 Hermes, god of stealth, leads Orestes inside the House (I39I); but
 Hermes, as nekropompos, is also the conductor of the dead to the lower
 world. Indeed, just after the matricide, "those long dead" and
 "beneath the earth" are said to live and drain the blood of the
 murderers (I4I7-2I).

 It is to exact justice, of course, that the dead come alive. But it is
 not simply that the dead are reborn, that "death" becomes "life";
 rather, the dead walk the earth in all their terrifying power. It is note-
 worthy, in this connection, that at the stricken Clytaemnestra's first cry

 the chorus applies to itself the adjective dystenos, " unfortunate," (I407);

 thus in the moment of victory they take on themselves the epithet
 applied to the wretched Electra (line 77) and to Clytaemnestra herself
 (I2I) at the beginning. The cry itself is something that makes them

 shudder (cZcrrE qptea, I408). And a few lines later they describe the
 liberation of the House not as a rebirth, but as the "wasting away"
 of the curse (I4I3-I4):

 CO 7TOAIS, CO yEVECa TCaActLvca, vvv gOt

 yoZpa KaGa[LEpta q0OVEt +blVEL.

 The repeated phthinei harks back to the image of general "death" in
 the natural and moral world (cf. kataphthinonta, 260); and, though it
 asserts a positive movement at the last, it does so in negative terms.

 65 On the deliberate drawilng out of Aegisthus' death at the end see Perrotta (above,
 note 6) 322-23; also R. Lattimore, Story Patterns in Greek Tragedy (Ann Arbor I965) 70.
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 The language of this passage, then, repeats at a different level that
 initial ambiguity in the description of the dawn: "The black night of

 stars has failed" (I9).

 It has been argued that the play presents a movement "from an
 initial separation of higher and lower to their union."66 Yet rather
 than a final "union" of upper and lower worlds, the ending may
 reveal only the continued agency of the lower world, the continued
 reality of the power of death that has been operating from the be-
 ginning. One should not neglect, of course, Electra's prayer to
 Apollo Lykeios (1376-83) which seems to introduce the light and order
 of the Olympian gods. Yet this prayer, like the echo of the death
 scene of the Agamemnon which "answers" it (14I5-i6), has a double
 aspect. On the one hand it is the "poetic justice," the nemesis which
 Clytaemnestra's earlier prayer to Apollo has called forth. On the
 other hand, it puts Electra in a position dangerously similar to her
 mother's. True, she can pray openly as Clytaemnestra could not;
 yet she too does not explicitly avow the object of her prayer. A
 mother's prayer for the death of children is answered by a child's
 prayer for the death of a mother. The ambiguity of the "child-
 destroying" (-rEKvoA;TELpa, I07) nightingale in the Procne-myth of
 the parodos takes on more darkly tangible meaning as those early
 thoughts of bloodshed (see especially II0-20, I93-2I2) are realized.
 Clytaenmestra's prayer ended on a note of hypocrisy and terrible
 irony: " For it is fitting that the children of Zeus should see all things "

 (6S9). Electra is not hypocritical. But there may also be an irony-
 an irony inherent in the moral aporia in which she stands-in her
 conclusion, " Show to men what sort of wages for impiety (dyssebeia)
 the gods bestow" (I382-83), for one is reminded of the fact that, on
 her own statement, she finds "piety" (eusebein) impossible in her
 world (308).

 The sinister implications of this parallel between Electra and Clytaem-

 nestra are reinforced in Electra's last words in the play. She asks
 for a AvTrnpwv, a "release" from "the evils of old" (I490). Clytaem-

 nestra prayed to Apollo for "release" from her night fears (Av-r'qpiovs
 EvXas avacXco bELa'c-v, 63S-36).67 These repetitions seem to

 66 Woodard (II) 2II.

 67 Note too that in 447 Electra uses Av r-pta to describe Clytaemnestra's expiatory
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 complete the tragic hint that Electra, despite herself, fulfils her bitter
 boast that she "does not shame her mother's nature" (609).
 Electra's prayer to Apollo is not to be referred only to the earlier
 prayer of Clytaemnestra. It contrasts also with her own initial prayer

 to the powers of the underworld (iio-i5):

 Ct) &Ct)jU' 'A1Sov Kat H7EpoEO'vrjs,

 to xoovC' 'EpHr4 Kat 7rv Apa,
 oEwvat E 0TEEv 7raLEs 'Eptvv'Es,
 at Toys a KWS' Ov7aKOvTas opaEL,

 at Tovs Evvas V7TOKAE'TTO/uEVOVS,

 ('A 0 E -r, a'pq' r,aE....

 At first, then, the prayer to Apollo in I376 ff. seems to mark a positive,

 upward movement in the action. The two following choral passages

 (1384 ff., I4I7 ff.), however, raise doubts, for here recur many of the
 figures of that first prayer: Hermes (I 395), apcoyos in I392 (cf. a&prfa%rE,

 II5), the curses (arai, I4I7; cf. potni' Ara, iII), the Erinyes (I386 ff.;
 cf. II2), the dead themselves (I4I7 ff.; cf. II3). Electra prays to
 Apollo, but the answer comes from Ares, "breathing gore" (I385),
 hardly a confirmation of Apollo's lucid order. Ares too recalls
 Electra's opening lament. There she complained that Agamemnon
 did not even have a warrior's death at Troy at the hand of "bloody

 Ares" (OolvLos "Ap'sq, 96). Here, after the murdered are said to
 "live," Ares returns in a phrase which verbally recalls line 96: Oowvia
 Se XEtp / cu-ra,Et Ov7)Arg "ApEoso ("The bloody hand drips with the
 sacrifice to Ares," I42I-22). A "sacrifice" to Ares, then, follows a
 prayer to Apollo Lykeios. This "sacrifice'' also takes us back to the
 impure sacrifice Clytaemnestra makes to Apollo (63I-32) and, before
 that, to the terrible sacrifice of Jphigeneia by Agamemnon (note the

 emphasis on 0i5El: 532, 535, 572, 576).
 These reminiscences thus qualify the forward movement toward

 justice and light with a circular movement back into the past. The
 dolos employed in the death of Clytaemnestra (I39I, I396) recalls the
 dolos of Agamemnon's death earlier (I96). The prominence given

 offerings which, Electra believes, cannot in fact bring "release" for her. Note also
 'Avorav, 755, of the "releasing" of Orestes' body from the twisted harness: this is the act
 which does, it would seem, give Clytaemnestra her "release" from fears: cf. 783,
 tElp,a yap -nS' a7T7/AAcy/Yv 0o'/3ov.
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 to the chthonic powers at the end suggests the enveloping atmosphere
 of darkness and hate which remains despite the victory. As in a
 nightmare-and this a play of nightmarish visions-the guilty are
 struck down, but something almost as terrible rises up in their place

 (I4I7-I8):

 TeAova apac- tcoav od
 yaS i7rat KELVEVOL.

 There is a similar mixture of progress and circularity in the light-dark

 motif at the end of the play. On the positive side, the "concealment"
 (Kp VlTrEtv) plotted by Orestes from the beginning (ss) answers
 Clytaemnestra's concealed prayer (638) which she could not "unfold
 into the light" (639-40). On the other side Orestes' act takes him
 again into the darkness of the House of Atreus. The gloomy choral
 passage that precedes the matricide ends with Hermes leading Orestes
 "to his goal" and "concealing (Kpv'/as) the deceit with darkness"
 (I396-97). In the Aegisthus scene too concealment is ambiguous and
 sinister. Here at last all concealment is abandoned; the truth is brought
 to light. There is both justice and irony in Aegisthus' command
 (I468-69):

 XaAaaTE 7Tav KaAv/u1u1 aJT ob0aAju0v, 07TWs
 To avyyEvES TOl Ka7T E/tOV Op7VwV TV).

 ("Loose every covering from the face, that what is kindred to me
 may receive its due laments from me as well.") The veil is lifted
 not just "from the face" that is covered, but, by implication, "from

 the eyes" (dii' o00aA4uWv) of Aegisthus himself (note too the emphasis
 on vision in this passage, I466, I468, I47I, I474, etc.). On the other

 hand, what is "uncovered" is a grim sight: uacA' av?I)Aosg 0Ea, says
 Electra in I455. This fearful recognition between illicit lovers com-
 plements and balances that happier recognition between brother and
 sister.

 A special point is made too of the "darkness" of the House where the
 final execution of justice takes place (I494) and the "evils" (kaka)
 which the House is yet to "see" (ISEZV, I497). Sophocles perhaps
 intended a deliberate contrast with the conclusion of the Eumenides.
 Aeschylus carries the action away from sin-haunted Mycenae to Delphi
 and Athens; Sophocles concentrates pitilessly on Mycenae: the palace,
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 the tomb of Agamemnon, the altar of Apollo Lykeios. Aeschylus'

 Orestes emerges purified from his past in the clear air of Athens;

 Sophocles' Orestes, even granting that we are not to think of a sub-

 sequent pursuit by the Furies, steps back into the dark House for the

 deed of bloodshed with which the play ends. Aeschylus' finale in

 the Eumenides presents a communal procession to the mysterious places

 of the earth with lit torches and brilliant dress; here two men alone

 enter the darkness, not of the sacred earth, but of a crime-ridden House.

 That the play ends with such a slow and deliberate re-entrance to the

 House of the Pelopids should also give pause to proponents of an
 entirely optimistic interpretation. The House and its wealth-the
 latter often dangerous in Greek literature-are introduced with sinister
 overtones from the beginning of the play and so recur at crucial points

 throughout (MVKrvaS- rais 7roAvxpv5crovs . .. / 7roAvq!0op0v rE ol)ka
 17EAo7rTt86V r'8E, 9-IO; 7rayXpVgcrwv &'Oqpwv of the murdered Myrtilus,

 5s i). And Orestes at the end is led, as "the helper of those below"
 into "the abode of his father wealthy of old" (apXatorAovra, I393).68
 His first words after the matricide are a reference to the House:
 "What's in the House ('rav &0,boutg) is well, if well Apollo oracled"

 (I424-25).
 It is interesting in this connection that the Paedagogus is the first of

 those from "outside" to make contact with the House. With his
 unremitting concentration on the deed, he stands in a closer relation
 to the destructive past than Orestes, so full of fresh and youthful
 hopes. It is from the House that he interrupts what remains of the
 recognition scene between the two young people. The Paedagogus,
 who, like Electra, has firsthand experience of the grim past, easily
 and early re-enters the House which contains that past. Orestes
 comes to it only after he has been prepared by his deepened experience
 of Electra's suffering in the recognition scene, for it is there that he
 learns more fully and immediately than anywhere else what the past
 is and what those who live with it can suffer. Orestes' initial hopes
 are for the positive contents of the House: wealth, title, power (see

 68 For the sinister significance of gold and wealth in the play, note also the golden
 necklace of Eriphyle, 839. The ominousness is reinforced by the possible reference to

 the Agamemnon: see Ag. 96I-62 and also 948-49. The adjective apXatOrAov-ros (El.
 I393) occurs in Ag. I043.
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 apXE7TAovrov, 72); but this wealth is old and stained by the past
 (apXato7rAovTa, I393), and Orestes finds in the House not just his
 father's wealth, but, as Aegisthus' words of I498 suggest, also his
 father's curse. The House and its wealth are not possessed without
 risk. One may recall that Clytaemnestra too hoped to enjoy only
 "the present wealth" (7rAovJTov T-oD 7apovros, 648) without its past.
 Her sinful desire is defeated; but the end of the play suggests a possible
 qualification of the initial simplicity of Orestes' aims as well.

 Orestes' entrance into the House at the end involves another
 movement analogous to that from light to dark: he changes places
 with Electra. Coming from the expansive "outside" world implied
 in the prologue (I7-I9), he now enters the inner world where Electra
 has "wasted away" for so long. Shortly before, Electra cried, "Re-

 ceive me into your urn" (8Ea' o' gs i- cdv To8E cJT-4OS, ii65).
 But now it is Orestes who is received into the House in terms which
 recall Electra's uTEyogs (see 8&xqa-rov V'7rl-TEyOC, I386; El'EUTEyas,

 I392; TIPVS T7V cTrE7V ? E I, I497).69 But, although Orestes
 enters Electra's enclosed world, Electra does not correspondingly
 enter Orestes' wider realm. Orestes enters the House, but Electra
 is left on stage. Whether she exits with the chorus after their con-
 cluding lines or herself enters the House after Orestes is uncertain.70
 In either case, she is left once more confronting the House, alone,
 standing "before the doors of her father" exactly as she was at the
 beginning (see Tc6VSE 7raT1pccov 7rpo Ovp6-iv, I08-9). Throughout the
 play Sophocles has stressed Electra's bondage to the House. Even
 being outside is a risk for her (3I2-I3, 328, 9II-I2). At the news of
 Orestes' "death," all her despair is focused on the House: she is ready
 to let herself sink down at the gate, waiting for death (T j8E 7rpo w5A 7 /

 7rapEtucr 4Lavnq7v 4lqcAos& avav6vc- /ov, 8I8-I9). Now in the final
 scene the House is still an immensely menacing presence. Here again
 the end of the play takes us back to the beginning.

 Orestes has come, he says, as the "purifier" of the House (69-70),

 69 Cf. also 379 ff.: Chrysothemis warns Electra of the danger of being locked in an
 underground chamber (o-rE%Y, 382), where she will never see the light of the sun. This
 motif is, then, perhaps fulfdled in Electra's own wish, when her last hope has failed, to
 enter Orestes' urn (g-r E'yos, II65).

 70 For Electra's presence in the final scene see W. M. Calder III, " The End of Sopho-
 cles' Electra," GRBS 4 (I963) 213-I6.
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 and he has doubtless succeeded. But at the end Sophocles places

 far less stress on the new purity of the House than on its heavy burden

 of past sins: the ancient wealth (I393), the blood of those long dead
 (I4I7-2I), the darkness (I396, I494), the "evils of the Pelopids" (I498).
 The three-line choral passage which closes the play is often taken to
 refer to the House of Atreus, now "free" and "perfected" (I508-I0):

 C UTEPK'` 'ArpEcoS, cg roAAa 7raov

 &c' EAEv6EptcLs o'ALs k7A6Ss flW OpvJq reAEcW0EV.

 ("O seed of Atreus, after much suffering you have come out with
 difficulty to a point of freedom, perfected by the present effort.")

 Yet uirE'p,u' 'ArpEws( (I5o8) in customary Sophoclean diction should
 mean not " House of Atreus" (so Jebb), but " child of Atreus." The

 phrase is equivalent to a patronymic, just as u7rE'pu' 'AXLAAE'wOs in the
 Philoctetes means Neoptolemus (Phil. 364, 582, io66).7I The choral
 tag, then, here refers not to the House of Atreus, but, most plausibly,
 to Electra herself (Orestes, of course, is also a possibility, but Electra,
 rather than he, is the chief subject of the play).72 It is she, once a
 slave (note her 8ovAEl5w, II92, and cf. 8I4), who is now made free
 (eleutheria, I509); she, so long suffering (7roAAa 7ra0o'v) who is now
 "perfected," "consummated," in her heroic nature. The salvation
 of the House is not denied, but neither is it explicitly affirmed. The

 phrase &' EAEvOEpiasg yuo'Ats 'E'AESgE, moreover, is a close echo of
 Electra's own words at the close of the recognition scene two hundred

 and fifty lines earlier: AoAts gyap E'OrXov vviv EAEV'OEporro',ua (I256).
 This parallel strongly supports the likelihood that the closing lines
 refer to Electra alone.

 At the same time the phrase a7rEpk..a . rEAEC0EV seems to contain a
 metaphor which qualifies the joyful tone of this passage. The verb
 -rEAECOW iS used of the biological maturation of plants or animals or
 men.73 The " seed brought to maturity," then, continues the language

 71 For this use of oiEp1ta (always referring to a person when used with the genitive of
 a proper name) see the lexica of Ellendt and Dindorf, s.v.

 72 That o7rE'pt' 'A-rpEcos refers only to Electra has also been argued recently by Calder
 (above, note 70) 2I3-I6.

 73 See Kaibel 30I, who cites Plato, Laws 8.839A. See also Plato, Symp. I92A, Republ.
 466E and 498B. For other references see LSJ s.v., II.i and 2. A similar metaphor may
 be present in the TEAEOfL77VOS of S. Trach. 824-25.
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 of biological growth and life (cf. fAar-aVELV, OaAAELV, /VI-EV'EW
 discussed above, Section II); but it comes immediately after the deed
 of death. Thus it again juxtaposes the gain of "life" with the cost in
 death. It also serves as a reminder of Electra's initial condition of
 physical unfulfilment and the waste of her capacities for creating life.
 The explicit reference of rEAEW6 may still be to the "perfection" in
 suffering of the heroine; but this result is shown against the dark back-

 ground of past misery and grim present effort, of which the chorus'

 io'Atgs is a small, but strong reminder.74
 TEA EOJE'V is also obviously akin to 1EAE v, the verb used throughout

 the play and especially at the end to mark the gradual preparation for
 this enormous deed and perhaps something of its irrevocability (see

 735, 779, 947, I344, and especially I398-99, I4I7, I435).
 The end of the play presents one further inversion. Hitherto it has

 been Electra who engaged in fruitless words, logoi, Orestes who has
 pressed continually for deeds, erga. But now this situation is reversed.
 This reversal too is rooted in the tragic situation and the basic human
 needs of the main characters. Electra, though she has lived on in-
 effective logoi, has experienced the concreteness, the ergon, of suffering

 and injustice. For Orestes, however, man of "deeds" though he is,
 the past sufferings are only logoi. He knows of them only through
 the logoi of the Paedagogus. His own death is a logos, devised with no
 sense of its emotional effect on Electra. Hence it is in keeping with
 Electra's intense experience of "death," in all its forms, that she un-
 hesitatingly believes the Paedagogus' logos of death and as unhesi-
 tatingly rejects Chrysothemis' logos of life (87I-946). For Electra,
 then, this logos of Orestes' death is an ergon of tremendous power.
 The two positions cross at their highest point when Orestes actually
 witnesses his sister's grief. The "words" he hears now are not the
 logoi he has used as instruments, but a deeply stirring thre6nos. At a
 loss for logoi himself (II74-75), he now confronts in Electra's wasted

 74 The adverb 1zo'Ats is a strong and significant word in the play. It occurs four times

 (in addition to I509), each time associated with painful events or great suffering. In 575
 Electra uses it of Agamenmon's sacrifice of Iphigeneia. In 6oi she uses it of Orestes'
 bare escape from his mother's hands. In 754 the Paedagogus uses it of the difficulty of
 extricating the tom body of Orestes from the reins. Finally in I256 Electra, having
 moved from death to life, speaks of having gained "with difficulty" freedom to speak
 after years of silence. On the adverb in I509 see now Torrance (above, note 58) 3I3-I4.
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 form (note eidos, II77) the visible fact, the ergon, of her-and his own

 (ii85)-past suffering.
 With this paradoxical relation of Orestes and Electra to logos and

 ergon is connected the basic paradox of the entire play: Electra is a
 heroine who does not act, only suffers.75 Yet her non-action (for
 one can hardly call it passivity) has an intensity more absorbing than
 Orestes' ergon. Without this vividness of Electra's non-action the
 play could not succeed. Electra must be able to hold us-as she holds
 Chrysothemis and Clytaemnestra-by the sheer power of her emotions
 and her will. Sophocles has written a work wherein the "action"
 is almost pure emotion, where logos (as it is connected with Electra)
 has the substance of ergon.

 In his brilliant analysis of logos and ergon in the play, Woodard has
 recently argued that, at the conclusion, ideal (logos) and actual (ergon),
 previously separated in the persons of Electra and Orestes respectively,
 now come together.76 It is true that Electra, in her deception of

 Aegisthus (1448-65), now brings logos to bear on ergon, uses "words"
 not for sterile, unchanging lamentation, but for effecting a real and
 positive change in her world. Yet it seems possible to look upon this
 scene not in terms of the reuniting of logos and ergon, but as a suggestion

 of a certain degeneration in logos itself. The logos becomes exclusively
 a means for the ergon. Orestes had so spoken of logoi earlier in the
 play in enunciating a principle of dubious moral validity: "No word
 is base if gain (kerdos) accompanies" (6i). And this "practical" use
 of logos in the play has cut both ways: it has indeed gained its effect
 and brought kerdos to Orestes; but it has also nearly killed Electra.
 She has felt the edge of logos, just as she has experienced the erga of
 death and evil, more deeply than Orestes. She has come to full and
 personal knowledge of the principle she stated herself earlier, "Many
 times have small logoi tripped up mortals and righted them again"

 iroAAa rot O.LLKpOL AOyot / Ecr+qAav Mg Kat Karc'wpOwUav /porovs,
 4I5-I6). It is she, then, who calls for an end of logoi (I483) and,
 implicitly, for an end of erga too (see I489-90). The two spheres
 come together here not necessarily in a reunion, but because both

 75 On the paradox involved in Electra as passive protagonist see Perrotta (above,
 note 6) 33I-32; Weinstock (above, note 60) I 3.

 76 Woodard (i) I9I if.
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 have been directed toward the vengeance, and both have therefore
 been fulfilled. From this point of view it is questionable whether one
 can even speak of a prior separation of logos and ergon at all, for logos
 from the beginning has been an instrument of the deed. In this

 play, as Electra declares, ra' S' E'pya 'rovi%s AOyovs9 E1pITKETcat (625):
 the deeds invent (or find out) the words.

 Associated with "profit," full of falsehood, shifting as the circum-
 stances alter, logos in the play is not simply a lucid vehicle for determin-

 ing truth or an expression of something ideal, but rather a tool, a
 weapon of war; and like any weapon it is indifferent as to which side
 it wounds.

 There is general agreement that the Electra is among Sophocles'
 later works and belongs almost certainly within the last two decades
 of the fifth century.77 The view of logos in the play argued above
 would well suit this period. Thucydides bears witness to a change in
 the role of logos as the war goes on.78 In the restrained, intelligent
 demeanor of Pericles, logos does express an ideal (the Funeral Speech),
 is kept always within the limits of reason, and is strongly opposed

 to the demagogic apo3s 7o18ov'v rt AE'yEtv of his successors (Thuc.
 2.65.8-9). At his death Athens passes, via Cleon and the Mytilenean
 debate, to the Melian Dialogue, where the rational force of logos is
 incidental to the brute fact of power. The logos there, as in the
 Electra, has lost its impartial clarity, its austere, autonomous validity
 as an organ of thought. In the Electra it is a clever means to action.
 In the Meian Dialogue it is ancillary to the fact of power. And
 perhaps Thucydides' most painful account of the failure of logos is
 relevant here too, the Corcyrean stasis, where the basic moral terms

 77 Though the chronological relation between the two Electras is still unsettled (see
 Lesky [above, note I3] I24 with note i; Kitto [above, note 3] 350 with note i), critics are
 agreed that Sophocles' play is late. See Jebb lii-lviii (not before 420); Schmid (above,
 note I3) 388-89, with note 5 on p. 388; Perrotta (above, note 6) 365 ff. ("forse pos-
 teriore, certo non anteriore, al 4I5," p. 367); Whitman (above, note 44) 5i-55 (between
 4I8 and 4I4); A. Dain and P. Mazon, Sophocle ("Bude," Paris I958) 2.I34 ("proche de
 415 "); Johansen (above, note i) IO-I2 (probably after 4I3). See now W. Theiler, "Die
 ewigen Elektren, WS 79 (I966) I02-I2, who would have Euripides' Electra composed
 in 4I9/I8 and not performed until 4I3, while he would agree with A. S. Owen in dating
 Sophocles' Electra to 4II or 4IO.

 78 In Thuc. 3.42.2, for instance, Diodotus, criticizing Cleon's position, says, -rovs' rf

 Ao'yovs oUvrtg &aPa,aXE-raL ,urq &SauKa'Aovs TrWv 7rpayjaLcwv yiyvEoaLa, - a5v4veTo's
 co,rtv r1 -& avi-rJ 8 afE'pEL.
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 shift their meanings and all values are dissolved (Thuc. 3.82-83).
 Though the Electra presents nothing like the extreme confusion of
 the Corcyra passage, yet there is a certain ambiguity surrounding
 some of its basic moral terminology: kalon, aischron, kakon.79

 The final logos in the play too is not some noble principle which
 leaves us at a serene, lofty vantage point from which we understand
 the meaning of the action. Orestes concludes (I505-7):

 xprPv o EVOVS Etvat T7WvcS To7S 7Torav &K'IV,
 oorT. TITEpa 7rpacrorUEv yE TLv vo1LLWv 6EAot,

 KTELVEWVI To yap rTavoipyov OVK aV -qv 7oAv'.

 ("This justice should be applied at once to all who wish to act beyond
 the laws-kill them. For wrongdoing would not abound.") Though
 he speaks of "justice" and "law" and takes a universalizing point of
 view ('ro-t FTaurtv, 7o -aavorpyov), his words still breathe the passion
 of the moment. One should act, he believes, "at once" (EVl6s), a
 doctrine not unlike that of the anti-intellectual Cleon in the Mytilenean
 Debate (Thuc. 3.38.I). The statement is preceded by a piece of
 unnecessary, if understandable, cruelty to Aegisthus, ". ... that you
 may not die in a way that would give you any pleasure; I must keep
 this as bitter for you" (I503-4). In the context of these two lines,
 then, Orestes' closing gn8meA appears as especially harsh doctrine. The
 forceful enjambment in the last trimeter of the play places the emphasis

 brutally on kteinein, "to kill." As far as morality goes, this utterance
 has little that is enlightening or profound, certainly little that is en-
 nobling.80 It is no more exalted than the prayer of the injured husband
 in the Iliad (3.35I-54):

 ZEv acva, 8S0S TEtLarOaCU o 11E 7TpOTEpOS KaK EOpyC,

 79 Some of this shifting of moral terminology is pointed out by Sheppard (II) 6-7, and
 especially by Kirkwood (above, note I3) I37-43 and 240-4I. See alsoJohansen (above,
 note i) 27 and 3I, with note 4I on p. 3I. The most crucial instance is perhaps lines
 I424-25: "What's in the House is well (KaAw-s6) if well Apollo oracled." On the
 ambiguity of kalos here see Bowra (above, note I5) 253; Kitto (above, note 3) i8I and
 I83; Perrotta (above, note 6) 30I ff., especially 304. Note also the play on this same
 ambiguity in 790-9i and particularly toward the end of the play: I320-2I, I345, I493.
 Connected with this ambiguity is the tension between the " objective" and the "moral"
 sense of expressions like KaA,6s 4 v (also EVY, KaK(WS- (nv) or KaAWs- (EvY, KaKWS)
 fpdTaasELv throughout the play: e.g. 354, 523-24, I026, Io83.

 80 See contra Woodard (ii) 2I7 and passim.
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 Olov 'AAE'eavwpov, Ka' EA5s V7ro 'iT XEpor &aov,
 Spa TEppLyqOt KaL o4LyoVcov avGpc/nrwv

 > >, \N fl% elf X, .t

 6EW0OOKOV KaKaL pEat. o KEV qtArTa 7rapaoX-u.

 The age of Socrates, Protagoras, Democritus had brought forth
 more " civilized" and humane theories about punishment and law and
 seems to have been well aware of the limitations of basing morality
 on force and coercion. So, for example, this fragment of Democritus:

 He is more effective in promoting arete who uses exhortation and persua-
 sion of word (logou peitho) than he who uses law and force (ananke).
 For it is likely that a man who is kept from injustice by law will commit
 his crime in secret, while the man who is led by persuasion to doing what
 is right and fitting (to deon) is not likely to do anything out of the way
 either in secret or openly. Therefore one who does what is right by
 intelligence and understanding becomes brave and right-minded at the
 same time.81

 Is it not possible, then, that we are to feel the ending of this play
 as deliberately harsh, not because Sophocles wished to make the tone
 of his play "Homeric," but because he is concerned with the threats
 to civilization, to a more humane (and more intelligent) order of things
 in a world where force and trickery are the necessary means to justice,
 where the logos is but a means, an appendage to the ergon? One can
 hardly assume, of course, that Sophocles held the "advanced" moral
 views of a Democritus. On the other hand, there is no solid reason
 to assume that the words put into the mouth of a youthful and am-
 bitious character in the heat of action reflect the attitude of the aged
 tragedian: "Kill at once-for thus wrongdoing would not abound."

 Seen from this point of view, the tragedy of the Electra is the tragedy

 of Athens. The logos it presents is closer to the logos of Cleon than
 to that of Pericles, closer to the logos of Gorgias than to that of Prota-
 goras.82 The play, at this level, reflects an Athens which has lost
 confidence in the visions which accompanied the rationalism of Pro-
 tagoras and Pericles, an Athens which turns reason into cunning (cf.
 Thuc. 3.82-83), and must seek for the truth of its own "nature" amid
 murder and deceit.

 81 Democritus, VS 68Bi8i. See also Antiphon the Sophist, VS 87B44, fr. A, col. 2,
 lines 3-23 (vol. 2, P. 347).

 82 See my essay, "Gorgias and the Psychology of theLogos," HSCP 66 (I962) 99-ISS,
 and especially I33-34
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 Hence the "justice" (dike') too that appears in the play is dangerous,

 violent, aggressive. From the very beginning it is coupled with terms

 of destruction (see EV8&KOVS Oc,ayas, 37; avrtovovs- &'c 248;
 lt'Kac &cKata qEpo[LE'va XEPo?v KpaT7a,476).

 Dike' is claimed on both sides in the Clytaemnestra-Electra agdn (see

 52I, 528, 538, 55I [Clytaemnestra]; 56o-6i, 583 [Electra]). Though
 Electra clearly emerges as the winner in this debate, it is not unambigu-

 ously clear that she has dike' entirely on her side. The chorus has

 doubts. They react to her words about "not shaming her mother's

 nature" with 6io-iI:

 a,CO-LV037VEovorv EL ,E UVV , &K,,7
 evvEarUT, TOVO& pOVTto OVKET tOropW.

 ("I see her [Electra] breathing passion; but as to whether she consorts

 with justice I no longer see concern [in her] for this.')83 Within
 Electra's own speech (560-609) there are several points that leave
 questionable her relation to dike. She begins, oddly enough for a
 champion of dike, by dismissing the question of dike altogether:
 " You say you killed my father. What logos could be more disgraceful
 than this, whether you killed him justly or unjustly" (E'z ov'v &tKawcos

 EVTE p4 , 560). In what follows she makes no really adequate defense
 of Agamemnon's sacrifice of his daughter, and gives no answer to the
 objection that Agamemnon could have disbanded the army and
 returned by land rather than slaughter Iphigeneia (see 573-75).84

 83 On the interpretation of 6io-i i I follow Jebb ad loc., as opposed to Kaibel I68-69.
 It is perhaps not absolutely certain that the phrontis of 6i i is Electra's; but it seems to me

 harsh to refer it to Clytaemnestra (as Kaibel does) after the opcj /dvos- ovvE0vav clause.
 This seems especially so since the opCo of 6io is deliberately echoed in the ELcaOpcZ of 6i i,
 thus reinforcing the parallelism between the two clauses and strengthening the likelihood
 of their having a common point of reference, i.e. Electra. Kaibel's interpretation is also
 firmly rejected, on other grounds, by Perrotta (above, note 6) 3 I2, note I.

 84 On the inadequacy of Electra's answer to Agamemnon's guilt see Jebb on line 573,
 and Kaibel I62-63. Some interpreters have found in this scene simply Electra's total
 victory: so T. von Wilamowitz (above, note 6) I84-86, and Letters (above, note 8)
 256 ff. But even those who have found in the debate support for Electra's "just"
 position have had reservations: see Linforth (above, note 5) 97-98; Perrotta (above,
 note 6) 34I; Waldock (above, note 4) i82; Johansen (above, note i) i5-i8. Waldock
 finds Electra's hunting story (lines 566-74) " a little awkward and somewhat labored and
 frigid," even though he feels that it does its duty and "effectively clears Agamemnon."
 Of this last assertion one may have serious doubts. There is little in the play to suggest
 that Sophocles is interested either in clearing or incriminating Agamemnon. The only
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 Electra wins, then, not by logical argument or even by clear possession
 ofjustice so much as by sheer passion of conviction (see uEdvoso1TvEovuacv,

 6IO), passion that takes aback even the favorably inclined chorus
 (6io-i I).85

 In telling the story of Agamemnon, furthermore, Electra herself

 answers for the goddess Artemis: 7i 'ycd) bpa4ouw KELV7S' yap OV OEulS'

 fLaO,Ev (565). This is surely a presumptuous step in a Greek tragedy.
 And what Electra offers to substitute for the goddess' pronouncement

 is only hearsay that has reached her: co. 'YCO KAVlc, in her next line, 566.
 This phrase seems to indicate a curious reliance, for a legalistic debate,
 on a personal source of information that seems by no means unim-
 peachable. Finally Electra herself enunciates a nomos according to
 which dike cuts both ways (579-83):

 Should he [Agamemnon] have died at your hands? By what law
 (nomos)? Watch out that in establishing this law (nomos) for mortals you
 establish not suffering and repentance for yourself For if we kill one in
 retaliation for another, you would be the first to die if you should come
 upon justice (dikg).

 These lines deal with essentially the same theme as Orestes' speech at
 the end of the play, and, like that, combine dike and nomos. But the
 situation is exactly the reverse. Electra here criticizes the retaliatory
 justice which later she is to enforce. And what she says of Clytaem-
 nestra here in 579-83 would, of course, apply to herself and Orestes
 after the matricide.

 A passage in the exchange between the two sisters bears strongly
 on this question ofjustice (IO4I-43):

 El.: What? Do I not seem to you to speak with justice?
 Chrys.: But there are places where justice brings harm (blabe).
 El.: Under these laws (nomoi) I do not wish to live.

 Electra's life is devoted to justice; and yet Chrysothemis, though
 morally wrong, puts her finger on an important point: to attain justice

 defense of him in the play comes from Electra; and it is her attitudes, not the fact of Aga-
 memnon's guilt or innocence, that primarily interest Sophocles. If anything, the
 reference to Agamemnon in the first lines of the play and later in 694-95 suggest the
 Aeschylean prideful figure: see Ag. 577-79, 782-87, etc.

 85 Perrotta (above, note 6) 34I, in fact, finds this encounter between Clytaemnestra
 and Electra "la scena meno felice della tragedia" and feels that the character of Electra
 " non e ingrandito, ma e abbassato e rimpicciolito da questa scena."

 I8+T.P. 97
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 Electra, in accordance with the inversions of the play, gives up "life"

 (471v), as Chrysothemis in choosing "life" gives up justice (see 338-40).
 The tragic reversals create an irreconcilable clash between life-values
 and moral values. There is no question of a resolution. The situation

 is given in the plot, emphasized and expanded in the imagery, drama-

 tized visually in the deprivations of Electra. It cannot be evaded save

 by the passive acceptance of immorality, of moral " death," to which

 the weak Chrysothemis accedes.
 The most recent critic of the Electra has attempted to deal with the

 question of "justice" in terms of a "higher law" and a cosmic order
 which operates through a dialectical movement that constitutes Dik 1.86

 Such an interpretation seems better suited to Aeschylus than to Soph-

 ocles. It is hard to find much of a "higher law" in any of the explicit
 statements, choral or other, about dike'. Dike', as spoken of by the
 actors and chorus, is simply the lex talionis; and as such it ends the
 play in the brutal concluding utterance of Orestes. Dike in this play,
 precisely because it is so closely linked with the passions of Electra,
 has little of the divinity that it has in Aeschylus.87 Indeed, just because
 of her passionate involvement in the vengeance, Electra seems at
 times to step beyond the limits of dike' taken in an absolute, moral sense.

 Thus she strikingly omits mention of dike from her two strongest
 prayers for vengeance, that to the chthonic powers in I IO-2o and that
 to Apollo Lykeios in I376-83.88

 One may, of course, argue, as Weinstock does,89 that Electra here
 simply takes dike for granted. But one must not lose sight of the fact
 that the play is primarily about Electra, not dike. And in Electra's
 soul the personal emotions of hate and love weigh at least as heavily
 as any abstract considerations of "justice" as a cosmic principle. One
 should not make of Electra an Antigone, and an Hegelian Antigone at

 86 Woodard (Ia) 2I5 ff.
 87 For a cosmic dike in the play see also Kitto (above, note 3) I39-42. For a somewhat

 similar view see Winnington-Ingram (above, note 5) 24-25.
 88 The absence of dike from Electra's speech of i Io-2o is all the more striking because

 of the contrast with Cho. I22-5I (see especially Cho. I44 and I48), a passage which
 Sophocles surely had in mind. On these prayers see the excellent remarks of Perrotta
 (above, note 6) 308 ff., though Perrotta himself seems to go too far in arguing that
 Electra merely dismisses the lex talionis (p. 309) and that this ancient law has become
 "soltanto un pretesto sofistico " (p. 3 IO).

 89 Weinstock (above, note 60) 33-34.
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 that.90. It is the chorus, not Electra, who speak of "the greatest
 laws that have come to birth" and of " piety toward Zeus " in language
 which recalls Antigone's great speech on the " unwritten laws"

 (Antig. 450 if.).
 In her commitment to emotion more than to principle, to the

 intensely personal bond to herfather as much as to "justice" in the
 abstract, Electra shows herself deeply feminine. One should perhaps
 be reminded here of the Greek suspicion of woman as a passionate,
 unstable, dangerous creature. Sophocles follows out the logical (and
 psychological) consequences of making a woman the vital center of his
 play. Aeschylus, whose stress is on the moral principle and on the
 religious and cosmic implications of dike, shifts the weight of the
 dramatic crisis to the male, Orestes, in the last two plays of the trilogy.

 So too the culmination of the Eumenides in Athena's pronouncement
 in favor of male order.

 If dike has any larger or more philosophical meaning in the play,
 this may reside rather in its inscrutability. The ways of justice are
 not the ways of human happiness. The measure ofjustice is not man.
 "There are times," says Chrysothemis, "when justice brings harm."
 To hold out in her grief and love in the face of this "harm," in the
 face of the negation of her life, is the foundation of Electra's greatness.

 But it is also the roots of her tragedy, the ananke to which she is
 bound, for this "harm" seems also to threaten her own moral being

 (307-9, 608-9).
 What is affirmative in the play, then, seems to lie not so much in a

 cosmic order as in the way the human figures-and especially Electra-
 meet the situation which surrounds them. Electra's resistance to the
 moral inversions of her world and her intensity of feeling create
 the immense, desperate gesture through which the myth rises from
 the level of sordid intrigue (as it is in Euripides) to heroic action. In
 Electra moral conviction becomes passion. Justice, hate, vengefulness
 are all one in her soul and kneaded through with an equally intense
 capacity for love. With Orestes she restores justice. Yet to do so she

 90 Weinstock's interpretation (above, note 60) seems to run the risk of exaggeration in
 this direction in making Electra an "incarnation" of "die religio5s-sittliche Idee"(34).
 See also pp. 37-38 and i5: " Sie opfert, konnte man zuspitzen, ihr personliches Bild von
 Frauenmass und -adel dem h6heren Anspruch, ihre Person dem Gesetz, ihre Form der
 Norm."
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 must keep alive in herself and others all the hatred and violence of the
 fearful past. Her "life," as she says more than once, lies precisely
 in preserving unabated the force of this hatred.

 Given Electra's final speech and the closing scene between Orestes and
 Aegisthus, it is difficult to maintain that Sophocles has reasserted a
 positive relation between life and death. The inversions which run
 throughout the play are not overcome. In leaving these unresolved,
 Sophocles has also left the moral issues of the Orestes legend unresolved.

 To claim that Sophocles is being "Homeric" here is no solution, for a
 writer and thinker cannot simply turn his back on several centuries
 of crucial ethical development. The author of this " Homeric"
 approach, Jebb, himself formulated it as a desperate expedient to a
 difficulty which he felt "greater than has generally been recognized,"
 namely the conflict between the "religious" and the "moral" aspects
 of the matricide. After proposing his "Homeric" solution, Jebb re-
 stated the difficulty of the problem, and made a point which has been
 too often overlooked:

 Having resolved to limit his view by the epic horizon, Sophocles has
 executed the plan with great skill. But his plot labours under a dis-
 advantage which no skill could quite overcome. He could not, like his
 Homeric original, dispense with Apollo: the Apolline thread had long
 ago become so essential a part of the texture that he could not get rid of it.
 But, the moment that Apollo is introduced, the thought of the stain upon
 Orestes becomes importunate, since the very purpose for which Apollo
 first came into the story was that of showing how the supreme arbiter of
 purity could defend his emissary against the claim of the Erinyes.9'

 I have no solution to these dilemmas and rather think that Sophocles
 had none. One is then left with the possibility that the play is a
 failure. Or one may lay the blame on Sophocles' form and maintain
 that the Sophoclean "single play" is inadequate to deal with a myth
 which raises issues of such scope. The alternative-and the approach
 taken in this essay-is that the play is not a failure (ancient judgment
 ranked it with the Antigone as the "high point," a'Kpov, of Sophocles'
 work),92 but that its "success" does not lie in solving the moral
 problems of the Orestes-legend. These problems do not lie at the

 9IJebb xli.
 92 Anth. Pal. 7.37, attributed to Dioscurides.
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 center of the play, but do contribute to the tone of irresolution and the

 continued presence of "evils" at the end (see I498). These negative
 elements, as I have tried to show, form a consistent pattern throughout
 the play and must be given their proper weight.
 What is most characteristically Sophoclean in the play is the fusion

 of the tight structural symmetry with the character of Electra. This
 structure and the inversions of which it largely consists set into broader

 perspective her passage through those alternations of life and death
 which form the deepest levels of her suffering. And Electra grows in
 stature the more deeply she suffers. She is far nobler and more
 unambiguously sympathetic, for example, after the news of Orestes'
 death than in the midst of her quarrel with Clytaenmestra. It is on
 her that the inversions of life and death center most fully. She rejects
 "life" (see I043) on terms that would be below her heroic nature;
 and yet the terms on which she must live are cruel. We have in this
 very condition one of the deeper levels of Sophocles' irony: however
 wasted Electra's life and form outwardly, inwardly she is not degraded.93

 She is bitter, intense, excessive, dominated by hate; but she is not
 wicked. Her tragedy lies in the "necessities" of feeling and action
 to which such a nature is subject.

 If one seeks to understand the play in terms of its times, perhaps one

 should look not so much toward a specific event, like the revolution of
 the Four Hundred (as L. A. Post has suggested),94 but rather toward
 the whole effect of the Peloponnesian war. Could one perhaps read

 in Electra's ananke the tale of the pressure of the war-the Pt'atos
 &&aUcKaAos-on the spirit of Athens: the creative, life-giving energies
 of the city compelled to violence, hatred, and vengeful thoughts
 although capable of better things? Yet like Athens, like Sophocles
 himself, who wrote his last, magnificent work in the city's darkest
 days, Electra retains to the end an integrity of inner life and some of the

 positive, life-giving qualities of her nature.
 Seen in these terms, the question of whether the play is positive or

 not seems almost an extraneous issue. As one critic has put it, to
 speak of optimism here "would be almost as foolish as to call Dante's

 93 Kirkwood (above, note I3) 263 thus speaks of Sophocles' irony being almost iden-
 tical with the "cruelty in the very terms of life as Sophocles presents them."

 94 See Post (above, note 42) I52-53.
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 Divina Commedia optimistic because it ends in Heaven: after a descent
 to Hell one no longer speaks of optimism." 95
 The Philoctetes, written probably not long after the Electra, is certainly

 a very different statement about resistance to the "necessities" and
 baser expediencies of war. There compassion and nobility of"nature"
 (physis) win out over deception and short-term success. Physis there
 is noble and ennobling, while in the Electra it is dangerous and debilita-

 ting (see El. 608-9). There the past, far from having a negative and
 morally deleterious effect, is creative, educative, exalting in the figures
 of Achilles and Heracles who stand massively behind the action. And
 the " piety" (eusebeia) which Electra feels compelled to abandon (307-9)
 is in the Philoctetes given an indestructibility, an almost transcendent
 ideality in the play's last iambic utterance (i443-44):

 For piety dies not at the same time as mortal men;

 whether they live or die, it is not destroyed.

 One need not regard the Philoctetes as an answer or a recantation to
 the Electra.96 Yet the two plays seem to complement one another
 remarkably well. It is almost as if Sophocles, having plumbed the
 depths of Electra's "nothingness" (El. ii66), reclaims in the Philoctetes
 the "life" which Electra has lost.

 It is the negative state of Electra's world which calls out her greatness,

 yet also immerses her in a hopeless ananke. She remains loyal to her
 hates and loves, but her situation precludes a full realization of the
 positive aspects of her nature. These positive qualities, indeed, are
 perhaps given a final tragic turn in her last speech, her plea for an end
 of words and for a "release" from the old evils (I483 ff.). The next
 scene-that is, the conclusion of the play-is ambiguous in suggesting
 such a "release." Purgation was Orestes' initial purpose (70), but
 purgation, however necessary, is not an adequate end in itself. To be
 free of evil is not to obtain the good. Joy, Electra has said at her
 happiest moment, lies far from her countenance (I309-I I). Yet,
 though there is darkness at the end (I396, I494), it is not utter darkness.
 Freedom at least has been won (i5o9). But the cost has been high,
 and the full light and life are still remote.

 95 J. C. Opstelten, Sophocles anid Greek Pessimismii, tr. J. A. Ross (Amsterdam 1952) I05.
 96 Post (above, note 42) I 5 I .
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 Goethe wrote of having learned from Homer that "in our life here
 above ground we have, properly speaking, to enact Hell." His
 celebrated dictum is perhaps applicable to the Electra as well as to the
 Iliad. Or at least in order to emerge from Hell, one may have to
 enact some of its horrors. How much of what is best in oneself
 can be salvaged in the process is another question, a question of no
 small importance to a cultured Athenian-and a creator of Athenian
 culture-surrounded by the war that was to end his city's most brilliant
 period. It is this problem which the Electra circles; and in it Sophocles
 unveils some of the possibilities, negative and positive both, with that
 difficult objectivity of his style: on the surface lucid and uncomplicated,

 yet hard to penetrate at its deepest and most personal levels. The
 issue is not one to be answered simply, nor does Sophocles do so.
 Rather, he has weighed the victory and the losses in his balances with
 excruciating exactitude, and we feel the pull on both sides.

 The Electra has its full share in that dark strain in Sophocles which
 breaks forth so powerfully and mysteriously in the Trachiniae and the
 Tyrannus.97 In all the plays except the Philoctetes and the Oedipus at
 Colonus the protagonist dies amid suffering or is hideously maimed.
 Electra lives and, it would seem, triumphs. But one may wonder
 whether she too has not suffered a maiming-an inner disfigurement-
 almost as fearful as Oedipus'. Unlike Antigone, whom Electra super-
 ficially resembles, she has her victory in this life and returns from the
 death which cuts off Antigone half-way through her play. Yet
 Electra also lacks the moral clarity and the softer lines of Antigone's
 character. And what is true of the two protagonists is true of the two
 plays themselves: though technically more fully unified and structurally

 more successful, the Electra lacks the relatively clear moral focus of the

 Antigone. The difference is perhaps the difference between Athens
 circa 440 and Athens circa 4I5, or perhaps between a younger and an
 older Sophocles.

 A further point of comparison with the other plays sharpens an
 appreciation of the clouded and oppressive atmosphere of the Electra:
 the play lacks the expansive, meditative odes which, in other works,

 97On this dark side of Sophocles in relation to the Trachiniae and the Oedipus Rex see
 the remarks of Torrance (above, note 58) 30I-7.
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 lift the tragedy into a larger, more lucent realm and lend it the serenity

 of beauty, if not of true peace. The lyricism of the Electra, on the
 other hand, is the lyricism of the dirge. After the parode, the choruses
 are short, concerned entirely with death and vengeance, and closely
 held to the specific action. They contain few flights of imagination,
 few rich excursions into mythology. The Electra has nothing like the
 odes of the Antigone, which move from philosophical speculation on

 man (332-83) to lyric Dionysiac hymn (iii5-54); nothing like the
 odes of the Tyrannus, with their large lyrical questionings of prophecy
 and divine justice; nothing like the odes of the Trachiniae, with their
 cosnic setting (94-I40), elemental violence of mythology (497-530),
 geographical breadth (633-62).

 This absence from the Electra of the expansive, meditative lyrics
 of the other plays has the effect of reinforcing the monotony of
 Electra's life and the sombreness of her world. There are only four
 mythological references in the odes, all extremely brief: Procne and

 Itys (I07 and 147-48), Niobe (I49-52), Myrtilus (504-I5), Eriphyle
 (837-47). Of these, the first two are barely mentioned and are given
 scarcely any narrative; the fourth is recounted in dialogue-form and
 in a most abbreviated and allusive manner; and the third (Myrtilus)
 is itself part of the curse of the House and hence almost a part of the
 action, the " evils of the Pelopids " mentioned at the beginning and the
 end of the play (cf io and I498). The second stasimon (I058-89)
 devotes only eight lines to the general question of filial gratitude
 (io58-65). The other thirty-two lines of the ode deal specifically
 with Electra and the immediate situation. And closely parallel with
 this treatment of the subject-matter of the odes is their form: instead
 of broadly contemplative odes spoken in a single voice by chorus or
 coryphaeus, the Electra tends toward lyric dialogues between two
 characters or a character and the chorus (so the parode and also 823-70
 and I232-87)-

 This stylistic feature of the play enhances the sense of total immersion

 in the grim atmosphere it has created. Sophocles devotes the larger
 part of the play to building up this atmosphere, and then sets against
 it two scenes of rapid action in the last hundred lines and a three-line
 choral statement of congratulations. As argued above, these last
 hundred lines are themselves full of reservations about a positive
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 outcome; and a three-line choral tag cannot lift the weight of a
 fifteen-hundred-line meditation on waste and death.

 The heavy atmosphere of the Electra, as suggested above, may reflect
 the oppressive later phase of the Peloponnesian War: the grinding
 monotony of years of waiting, the wasting away of communion with
 past greatness, the blighting of youth, beauty, nobility of spirit, the
 inescapable involvement in an action which is not a positive good in
 itself but can only bring " a release from past evils " (I489-90). Yet the
 intensity and heroic endurance in the figure of Electra are the still
 living embers from which blaze forth, perhaps only a few years later,
 the confidence in human greatness and trust in innate nobility of the
 Philoctetes and Oedipus Coloneus. To interpret a play like the Electra
 in terms of external circumstances is always dangerous and, in one
 sense, irrelevant. Such movements in a poet's work as that from Electra
 to Philoctetes may be wholly inward and private. One may be warned
 of such oversimplifications by the not dissimilar movement in Shake-
 speare from Lear and Macbeth to The Winter's Tale and Tempest,
 plays which stand in no clear relation to public events. But that
 Sophocles could, in such circumstances and in the last decade of his
 life, produce the Philoctetes and the Coloneus is a remarkable testimony
 to his, and Athens', greatness of spirit. Electra's power to wait for
 "life" amid "death" and barrenness may have been born and tried
 first in her creator's soul.98

 98 I hardly mean to suggest, of course, that one can argue simply from the protagonist
 to Sophocles himself; yet the play itself testifies that Sophocles' imagination and sympathy
 could encompass so unserene a figure as Electra. Edmund Wilson, The Wound and the
 Bow (Boston I94I) 293, has put the situation very well: "Somewhere even in the for-
 tunate Sophocles there had been a sick and raving Philoctetes." Whitman (above,
 note 44) who cites Wilson (p. 253, note 30) on this point, himself remarks a propos of
 Sophocles' "serenity, "The most intense of tragic poets could scarcely have lived
 entirely above the tragic emotions" (p. I6).

 I8*
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